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Abstract

In this masters thesis we explore past work trying to classify algorithmic
problems. These classifications are used to select problems for evaluating
different programming languages and frameworks. We use a subset of the 13
Dwarfs of Berkeley, more specifically: dense and sparse linear algebra, spec-
tral methods, graph traversal and MapReduce. We evaluate the performance
and ease of use of two programming frameworks and two languages of inter-
est to Etteplan, a large consultant company; C++ using either OpenMP or
MPI and Erlang.

We show that MPI can be used to speed up programs in a shared memory
system, it handles structured problems well but struggles with more dynamic
work loads such as the graph traversal algorithm BFS that we use as a
benchmark. Additionally we show that OpenMP is an easy way to gain
performance by utilizing thread level parallelism in most situations. Erlang,
the concurrency focused programming language from Ericsson is explored
as an alternative to C++. However its immutable tree data structures do
not compete with efficient in-place updates of memory arrays with constant
access time.
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“The most amazing achievement of the computer software industry is its
continuing cancellation of the steady and staggering gains made by the com-
puter hardware industry.”

HENRY PETROSKI



Acronyms

CSC Compressed Sparse Column

CSR Compressed Sparse Row

COO Coordinate List

SPMD Single Program Multiple Data

MPMD Multiple Program Multiple Data

SIMD Single Instruction Multiple Data

PID Process ID

MPI Message Passing Interface

OpenMP Open Multi-Processing

API Application Programming Interface

nnz Number of non-zero elements

SLOC Source Lines of Code

HiPE High Performance Erlang

DeMMM Dense Matrix-Matrix Multiplication

SpMVM Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication

BFS Breadth First Search

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

PiA Pi Approximation

TBB Threading Building Blocks
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Glossary

Concurrently
If two task are executing concurrently, they are executing seemingly
at the same time.

Parallel
If two task are executing in parallel, they are executing at the same
time.

Embarrassingly Parallel
A problem is called embarrassingly parallel if little to no effort is re-
quired by the programmer to exploit parallelism in the problem. It is
often the case that embarrassingly parallel problems have no data de-
pendencies, require no synchronisation and yield linear speedup with
increasing number of processor cores.

Fork
One control flow of the program splits into two or more independent
flows.

Fork/Join
One control flow forks into multiple flows and later rejoin each other
into one.

1:1 Mapping
One flow of execution is mapped to one OS level thread. This enables
kernel level preemption and resource management.

M:N Mapping
M flows of execution are mapped to N OS level threads, using multi-
plexing and cooperative scheduling. The associated runtime needs to
manually manage any resources.

Context switch
A kernel or runtime switches between executing one flow of execution
for another this is called a context switch and has a certain cost.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Writing software taking advantage of the multicore architecture available in
modern computer systems is difficult. Converting existing software to take
advantage of the progress made by the hardware industry is more difficult
still. Companies today face both of these challenges and the answer is not
straightforward. This chapter provides an introduction to why this thesis
work was conducted.

1.1 Background

A strong trend in the hardware industry in the recent years has been an
increased focus on multiple cores on a single silicon chip. A challenge the
software industry now faces is how to best utilize this hardware and adapt
to the changes in the machines they program.

Multicore processors came as a workaround to the problems and limiting
factors that arose when trying to increase the performance in single proces-
sor chips in the early 2000s. Heat and power issues limits the clock speeds
of processing elements. There is a limited amount of exploitable instruc-
tion level parallelism in typical code. Finally as the disparity in CPU and
main memory speeds increases, caches need to become larger and thus more
complex. Because faster caches are more costly, hierarchies are introduced
where larger caches can have better hit rates, but higher latency. Cache hi-
erarchies such as the one illustrated in Figure 1.1 however require complex
coherency protocols and can cause issues such as false sharing1 when used
in traditional multicore shared memory programming.

Parallel computing and how to utilize a growing number of cores in
our computers are a hot topic in the industry. Some organizations such

1When two variables reside on the same cache line and are modified independently by
two different processing cores, the cache must be continuously refreshed and synchronized
even though there is no data dependency between the two variables. This problem is called
false sharing.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Illustration of a CPU with a cache memory hierarchy

as Mozilla2 and Google3 go so far as to develop entire new languages to
better suit their needs and more efficiently write multicore software. This
minimizes issues of many classical problems related to programming for
shared memory multicore systems, such as deadlocks and race conditions.
However this can be incompatible with older legacy systems typically written
in C.

Performance gain by parallel execution of algorithms is inherently lim-
ited, this is described by Amdahl’s Law in Equation 1.1. An algorithm
where only a fraction (P ) of the instructions can be executed in parallel, the
maximum speedup, S(N) is possible when using N processors.

S(N) =
1

(1− P ) + P
N

(1.1)

lim
N→∞

S(N) =
1

(1− P )

Amdahl’s Law gives that as N grows, the strictly sequential fraction (1−
P ) limits the maximum speedup the algorithm can achieve. An algorithm in
which 80% of the instructions can be executed in parallel therefore cannot
reach a speedup greater than or equal to (1 − 0.8)−1 = 5. Consequently
adding additional processors gives no significant benefit beyond a certain
number.

1.2 Purpose

The company Etteplan wants to evaluate different ways to structure software
to better take advantage of multicore hardware. In addition they want to

2Mozilla is at the time of writing developing a programming language called Rust,
with focus on safety and concurrency. Read more at http://www.rust-lang.org/

3Go is at the same time developing a programming language called Go, with focus on
concurrency. Read more at http://golang.org/
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1.3. THESIS OUTLINE

establish internal guidelines in order to better assist their clientèle. They
want to know of a few different kinds of problems they may encounter,
how parallelism in these problems can be exploited and what concurrency
primitives enable this parallelism. This work evaluates three different ways
to program multicore shared memory systems by implementing benchmark
applications, measuring performance and evaluating the frameworks’ ease
of use.

C++ has since long been a dominant programming language in the soft-
ware industry, but without strong concurrency support built into the lan-
guage, multicore programming is difficult. In C++, frameworks are utilized
to enable parallelism. Two of the premier frameworks used are Message
Passing Interface (MPI) and Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP), which of-
fers different models for programmers to use in order to exploit parallelism
in their code.

Erlang is a programming language used by a major potential customer
to Etteplan, Ericsson, and knowledge about customers’ tools are always a
valuable asset in a consultant company’s portfolio. Erlang is also a language
with strong concurrency support and is therefore especially interesting to
investigate for a market with increasing pressure on multicore knowledge.

Because of time considerations, we limit the scope of this work to C++
using OpenMP or MPI and Erlang.

The purpose of this work is not to achieve maximum performance with
different programming frameworks. Instead we take on a wider perspective
and examine the structure of a few problems and the way programmers can
exploit thread level parallelism. We look at different ways to classify prob-
lems in previous work to find good ways to select benchmark applications.
We use this knowledge to structure our evaluation in a way that can be used
as a guideline for Etteplan’s software developers. We compare the primitives
employed in different languages and frameworks and evaluate how well the
available programming models fit the different problems.

There exists a large number of very well optimized implementations for
different algorithms in various libraries available on the internet, such as
the BLAS and SPEC HPG suites [13, 14]. Evaluation of these libraries and
comparing them to each other is outside the scope of this thesis.

1.3 Thesis outline

After the introduction chapter, related work is presented in Chapter 2. The
languages and frameworks are described in Chapter 3 and the benchmarks
in Chapter 4. Our results are detailed in Chapter 5. After that we discuss
the results, conduct an ease of use evaluation in Chapter 6 and present
our conclusion in Chapter 7. Finally we discuss potential future work in
Chapter 8. Complete source code for our benchmark applications is listed
in the appendices.
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Chapter 2

Related work

There are numerous papers evaluating the performance of different paral-
lelization frameworks. This chapter briefly summarizes the work and com-
parisons made by others.

A work commonly referred to, related to classification of problems is
the work by Asanovic et al. [3] with their Dwarfs, 13 categories1 that each
describes the patterns of computations and communication in a class of al-
gorithmic problems. More specifically they describe the typical data layout
for the problems within classes and comments on the behaviour of the so-
lution algorithms. They do not provide detailed examples of problems nor
solutions. Instead, the majority of the paper conducts a higher level discus-
sion explaining how the dwarfs were classified, from which fields they are
derived and how the dwarfs are composed in real world problems.

Other classification work by Nugteren et al. [22] categorize existing clas-
sifications into four different levels of abstraction. At the most abstract
level we see the 13 Dwarfs of Berkeley, which they recommend to be used
as a mental tool for developers to structure their code. The least abstract
level are mathematical formulas describing loop nesting, data locality and
more that can be used by machines to transform code into more optimized
versions. They evaluate these classifications examining if they can be used
for automatic extraction from existing code, if they are intuitive, formally
defined, mathematically complete and fine grained. No single classification
system satisfies all requirements and each and every one has their own ben-
efits and drawbacks. To solve the shortcomings they introduce ”algorithmic
species”, a classification system based on an algorithmic process that they
use on a multitude of benchmark applications from different domains in sci-
entific computing. The 30 algorithms from the suite2 resulted in 115 species.

A more coarse grained and practice-related explanation is given by Matt-
son et al. [20]. In this work they describe traits in software enabling parallel

1List available at: http://view.eecs.berkeley.edu/wiki/Dwarfs
2The annotated source code can be found at: http://parse.ele.tue.nl/species
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execution, such as Divide and Conquer [20, page 73]. It continues on, de-
scribing the translation of algorithms into software and the implementation
mechanisms enabling that software.

This thesis does not attempt to create new classifications or criticise
any existing systems, instead we utilize others’ work to find appropriate
benchmarks for different programming models.

Work evaluating programming models and concurrency frameworks are
plentiful in academia. Many papers have been published comparing one or
a few benchmarks written using one or a few frameworks.

Image histogram generation was implemented as a benchmark by Mem-
barth et al. [21] using OpenMP, Cilk++, Intel TBB and RapidMind. They
mainly show code examples and discuss the different frameworks capabili-
ties. They conclude that OpenMP, Cilk++, and TBB were easy to use and
required very little modifications to the original sequential source code but
do not perform any performance comparisons.

Thirteen different benchmarks were implemented using OpenCL by Feng
et al. [7], one for each of the 13 dwarfs. They list the k-means clustering algo-
rithm, matrix-vector multiplication using a compressed sparse row format,
FFT and many other algorithms as parts of their suite. They measure the
transfer time for data to and from the GPU as well as execution time. Re-
sults from their benchmarks using both AMD and Intels OpenCL runtimes
are presented and great differences are encountered, showing that imple-
mentation details beyond the programmers control can have a huge impact
on performance.

A hybrid approach using MPI and OpenMP to implement equation solv-
ing benchmarks3 is explored by Rabenseifner et al. [23] and Wu and Taylor
[29]. By initializing MPI on every node and using OpenMP to parallelize
the loops inside the application, Wu and Taylor see performance increases
by up to 8% and 20% respectively for the BT and SP application on their
super-computer cluster. The spectrum between MPI and OpenMP is ex-
plored by Rabenseifner et al. [23]. In one end of the spectrum is the classic
and popular pure MPI solution, and in the other is OpenMP with shared
virtual memory. In between they combine the two frameworks in two differ-
ent ways, the first where only one thread is allowed to communicate through
MPI, and the other where more threads are allowed to do so. They identify
several problems and performance pitfalls when programming in this man-
ner but because of the great potential performance increase they deem it
worth the increased programming effort.

Another examination of OpenMP is done by Krawezik [16], who com-
pares MPI to three different approaches to the OpenMP directives; loop
level directives, loop level directives with the loops expanded to cover more
calculations, and a SPMD version similar to how MPI structures applica-
tions. Additionally, they introduce a strategy to translate MPI applications

3The ”BT” and ”SP” programs from the NAS Parallel Benchmarking suite: http:

//www.nas.nasa.gov/Software/NPB/
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK

to OpenMP SPMD style code. The four programming models are then com-
pared using four different benchmarks from the NPB suite. Their results
are varied, but the SPMD style provides the best performance improvements
overall.

OmpSs4 extends OpenMP with directives to make it function similar
to how super scalar processors work, by specifying the data dependencies,
software can resolve the data flow and run tasks in parallel if possible. An-
dersch et al. [2] evaluate OmpSs for embedded systems by implementing 10
different benchmark applications, measuring execution time, comparing the
framework with a more standard Pthreads approach. The results are var-
ied but they show that OmpSs is a viable alternative in most cases. Most
notably they perform a case study on their implementation of a pipelined
H.264 encoding, unfortunately it performs and scales very poorly, yield-
ing only 42% of the Pthread implementation’s performance using 32 cores.
They point to the fact that Pthreads synchronization mechanisms are highly
optimized for an explanation.

Not all work compares frameworks for the C and C++ programming
languages, some evaluate the concurrency primitives offered in other lan-
guages. Go is compared to C++ with TBB by Serfass and Tang [24]. Other
work by Tang and Serfass [28] compares Go to C with Cilk. The comparison
with TBB is made by solving a dynamic programming problem exploring
a direct acyclic graph, their measurements conclude that TBB is between
1.6 and 3.6 times faster when varying the number of cores. To compare Go
with Cilk, a merge sort network is implemented. Their experiments show
that Cilk performs worse than Go, except for when the number of cores is
a power of two.

An extensive comparison is made by Ali [1], where OpenCL, OpenMP
and TBB are benchmarked against each other by implementing applications
doing matrix-matrix multiplication, LU decomposition, 2D Gaussian image
convolution, Pi value approximation and image histogram generation. Ad-
ditionally they compare the performance of AMDs OpenCL runtime with
Intels counterpart, just like Feng et al. [7]. This time however Intels runtime
was shown to yield superior performance measurements. Besides perfor-
mance, the usability is also evaluated for the programming models, denoting
OpenMP as a favourite.

We conclude that MPI and OpenMP are two widely used programming
models and many papers evaluate them for performance, however only using
one or a few benchmark applications at a time. Most papers also lack a clear
reasoning in selecting their benchmarks and few relate to work classifying
different kinds of benchmark algorithms.

4OpenMP Super scalar: http://pm.bsc.es/ompss
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Chapter 3

Languages and frameworks

The languages used in this study are C++ with OpenMP, C++ with MPI
and Erlang. C++ has no means for parallel execution built-in1, so we use
the primitives offered by OpenMP and MPI. The software implemented in
Erlang uses the primitives available in the core language. This chapter
describes in more details the frameworks and by which means they enable
parallelism.

3.1 MPI

Message Passing Interface (MPI)2 is an interface and system for building
and running software based on message passing, a technique common when
building parallel applications.

When compiling a MPI program, a single binary is created which is
started multiple times. The program is controlled in a Single Program Mul-
tiple Data (SPMD) style where one uses uniquely dedicated IDs to alter the
individual flows of the program using if-statements. MPI can then execute
this binary to spawn multiple processes, across multiple cores or multiple
machines in a network. The model for communication abstracts from the
physical location of the processes and the existence of any specific network.

The MPI Application Programming Interface (API) defines a multitude
of functions for sending and receiving data between processes, potentially
residing on different machines. The most basic form of communication
available, one-to-one communication, takes on the form of MPI_Send and
MPI_Recv. There are also asynchronous versions available, called MPI_Isend

and MPI_Irecv. In general, blocking sends and receive calls must come in
pairs, creating points of synchronization in the program. The asynchronous

1Concurrency and parallelism facilities were introduced to the language standard in
C++11 http://en.cppreference.com/w/cpp/thread

2Read more about MPI on: http://www.mpi-forum.org/docs/docs.html
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CHAPTER 3. LANGUAGES AND FRAMEWORKS

versions allow for more complex communication schemes but also allow for
more interleaving of computation and communication.

Another type of communications are collective communications which
include one-to-many communications, such as broadcasting of information
and scattering, where the data is divided between the interacting processes.
Broadcasting is done with the MPI_Bcast function, where all information is
copied to all processes in the communication group. Scattering is done with
the MPI_Scatter function, which divides data between multiple processes.
Broadcasting of data is illustrated in Figure 3.1a and scattering is illustrated
in Figure 3.1b.

Many-to-one communications as well as many-to-many communications
send data from multiple processes, assembling it either at one recipient pro-
cess or at all participating processes to ensure that all have a consistent
view of the data. Many-to-one communications are implemented in the
MPI_Gather function which can be seen as the inverse of MPI_Scatter as it
assembles data from multiple processes into a contiguous block of memory at
the recipient. The many-to-many communication function MPI_Allgather

is functionally equivalent to a MPI_Gather call followed by a MPI_Bcast call,
so all processes have the same view of a larger block of memory. Gathering
of data is illustrated in Figure 3.1c and Allgather is illustrated in Figure
3.1d.

A special form of many-to-one communication is the MPI_Reduce func-
tion which besides collecting data performs a reduce-operation, such as sum-
mation to create a final value from many partial results. There also exists
a many-to-many version called MPI_Allreduce which provides all processes
with the final result.

There are more functions for other kinds of communication than those
that have been listed here, but these functions cover most if not all of the
common cases.

All MPI communication functions require a pointer into memory where
data is stored or in case of receive, where it is to be stored. It also required
knowledge about how many elements the sender is sending or the receiver
is willing to receive and what data type that is being communicated. There
exist functions to define custom data types to be used in MPI calls. Func-
tions with a single sender or receiver always require a recipient or sender to
be specified.

3.2 OpenMP

Open MultiProcessing (OpenMP3) is a compiler extension enabling paral-
lel execution of code in a shared memory system4. It defines preprocessor

3OpenMP Website: http://openmp.org/wp/
4There exist OpenMP implementations meant for use with clusters, but these

are not commonly used. For example: http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/

cluster-openmp-for-intel-compilers
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3.2. OPENMP

(a) Broadcast (b) Scatter

(c) Gather (d) Allgather

Figure 3.1: Illustration of some MPI communication functions. Processes
(circles) communicate their data (boxes).
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CHAPTER 3. LANGUAGES AND FRAMEWORKS

directives, also known as pragmas, annotated #pragma in the source code,
providing the programmer with a way to declare which parts of the soft-
ware should be executed in parallel. This enables code to be generated at
compile time so the sections of code selected by the programmer can be run
concurrently.

An accompanying library is provided, for getting and setting runtime
variables such as the number of execution threads available. It also provides
functions for initializing, locking and unlocking mutexes as well as measuring
the execution time of the running program.

The main directive in OpenMP is the parallel block directive
(#pragma omp parallel ). It starts threads in Fork/Join-style to enable
parallelism within the subsequent block of code. The ”for” preprocessor
directive (#pragma omp for ) causes the iterations of a for-loop to run con-
currently on multiple threads, enabling parallelism. They can be combined
into a single directive with the shorthand ”parallel for” directive
(#pragma omp parallel for ).

Since version 3.0 of OpenMP, task parallelism is supported through the
task directive (#pragma omp task ) which creates a task and places it in a
work queue for later execution. Tasks can be launched tied to the thread that
created them, or untied, which allows other threads to claim and execute
them. A task can spawn child tasks; after these have been spawned, the
taskwait directive (#pragma omp taskwait ) halts the current task until all
child tasks have been executed as a means of synchronizing execution.

OpenMP provides a few directives for the case when ordering of opera-
tions matters. The critial section directive (#pragma omp critical ) pro-
tects the subsequent statement or block of code with a mutex. This ensures
that only one thread is ever executing inside the critical section. These sec-
tions can be named, to differentiate between independent critical sections.
The atomic directive (#pragma omp atomic ) can be used to annotate a
read-and-update operation to ensure it is executed atomically. It supports
increment, decrement and binop= operation, where binop is either of the
addition (+), subtraction (−), multiplication (∗), division (/), modulus (%),
binary or (|), binary xor (^) or binary and (&) operators.

For barrier synchronization OpenMP offers the barrier directive
(#pragma omp barrier ), which halts execution of threads until all threads
reach the same barrier.

Care must be taken when using OpenMP on code sensitive to compiler
optimizations, as the directives can disable certain optimizations and cause
performance loss. [23, section 3.5]

3.3 Erlang

Erlang is a programming language originally developed by Ericsson Com-
puter Science Laboratory to be used in their products. Erlang is a functional
language with immutable data and a strong emphasis on concurrency. The

10



3.3. ERLANG

built-in function spawn(Module, Name, Args) -> pid() creates what Er-
lang calls a process5. All processes spawned are handled by the Erlang
runtime system and are multiplexed with other processes onto kernel level
threads. By utilizing an M :N mapping between Erlang processes and OS
level threads, the runtime system is capable of executing tens of thousands
of tasks concurrently with little system overhead.

Erlangs processes employ message passing for communication; every pro-
cess can send messages to any other process whose Process ID (PID) it is
aware of. Processes listen to a message with the receive construct, and us-
ing pattern matching, act accordingly to different kinds of message. By in-
structing the Erlang runtime to use multiple schedulers, each corresponding
to a native thread, parallelism can be enabled by distributing the lightweight
processes across multiple cores. Each scheduler keeps a list of runnable pro-
cesses and utilize job stealing [17] to ensure processor utilization. Messages
sent between processes are copied to ensure memory safety in concurrent
environments. Erlang also has support for running across distributed sys-
tems; its processes can create complex patterns of communication and error
management, but a complete language evaluation is outside the scope of
this thesis and we only use Erlang processes to enable parallelism in our
benchmarks.

A short example of Erlang message passing is provided in Listing 1. The
function start uses spawn to create a process running the function echo.
After this, it sends a message via its PID containing a string and its own
PID, obtained from the function self. The spawned process is now listening
for two different kinds of messages: either a pair containing a message and a
PID, in which case it returns the message using the received PID and using
tail call recursion to await another message. The other possible message is
the atom quit, after which the process simply terminates by not continuing
the recursive function calls. After receiving the echoed message, the main
process prints it to the standard output, it then sends the atom quit to the
echoing process, and then quits itself thus terminating the program.

3.3.1 High Performance Erlang

Traditionally, Erlang compiles to a bytecode format for which there exist
several Virtual Machine implementations capable of interpreting it. High
Performance Erlang (HiPE) [11] is a native code compiler for Erlang, de-
signed to improve the performance of Erlang programs. We utilize the HiPE
system for the Erlang implementations in our work.

5Online documentation: http://www.erlang.org/doc/reference_manual/processes.
html
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Listing 1 Erlang example using message passing to print “Hello World!”.

1 echo() ->

2 receive

3 {Message, Who} ->

4 Who ! Message,

5 echo();

6 quit ->

7 ok

8 end.

9

10 start() ->

11 PID = spawn(?MODULE, echo, []),

12 PID ! {"Hello World!", self()},

13 receive

14 Message ->

15 io:fwrite("~s~n", [Message])

16 end,

17 PID ! quit.

3.4 Erlang performance issues

Our perfomance evaluation for DeMMM revealed that Erlang has poor
support for random access data structures, its array module offers only
O(logN) access times. Because of time considerations, Erlang implementa-
tions for other benchmarks reliant on random access structures is dropped
from the work. There is therefore no Erlang implementation of either the
Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication benchmark nor the Fast Fourier Trans-
form benchmark.

12



Chapter 4

Benchmarks

Asanovic et al. [3] defined 13 classes of problems, five of these were selected
and representative benchmarks were chosen based on Etteplan’s internal
priorities and interests to evaluate the languages and frameworks. We limit
us to these five benchmarks because of time restraints. The chosen prob-
lem classes were prioritized because Etteplan found these to be the most
interesting categories for their developers. The implementations of the algo-
rithms are our own constructions, with a focus on simplicity over absolute
performance. The classes of problems and benchmark algorithms chosen are
listed below.

Dense Linear Algebra Classic matrix and vector operations are common
operation in computing and used for linear transformations. To repre-
sent this class of problems Dense Matrix-Matrix Multiplication is the
selected problem.

Sparse Linear Algebra Similar to Dense Linear Algebra, Sparse Linear
Algebra are common in computing, but uses a compressed format to
store information. Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication is selected as
a benchmark for this class of problems.

Spectral Methods Transformation of data between different domains can
be utilized to extract information. These transformations follow regu-
lar patterns and constitute the Spectral Methods class of problems.
One such problem is Fourier Transforms which can utilize a Fast
Fourier Transform algorithm.

Graph Traversal Traversing graphs is a common operation in artificial
intelligence applications or problems when a search space needs to be
explored. For this class of problems Breadth First Search is selected
as a representative algorithm.

MapReduce Computation that are repeated, independent executions of a
function with partial answers aggregated into a final result are called

13
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MapReduce problems. One such problem is Pi Approximation, an
artificial benchmark commonly used to measure performance of pro-
gramming frameworks and languages.

This chapter gives a description of these algorithms and how they are
implemented in our work for each of the languages and frameworks we com-
pare.

4.1 Dense Matrix-Matrix Multiplication

Dense Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (DeMMM) is a common operation in
scientific computing with various applications in applied mathematics or
physics. The code in Listing 2 outlines the sequential algorithm. In Big-O
notation it is an O(n3) operation. The fact that there are no dependencies
between loop iterations makes it an embarrassingly parallel algorithm and it
is often a candidate in work comparing frameworks or techniques [1, 7, 12].
The most straightforward way to exploit parallelism is to run the iterations
of the outermost loop concurrently. The time it takes to run all iterations
and assemble the resulting matrix is the execution time. A common opti-
mization is to improve cache usage by manipulating the data locality via
tiling, splitting a large matrix into smaller matrices calculated individually,
as shown in Listing 3.

Listing 2 Multiplication algorithm for dense matrices of size N ×N
1 for(int i = 0; i < N; i++)

2 for(int j = 0; j < N; j++)

3 for(int k = 0; k < N; k++)

4 C[i*N + j] += A[i*N + k] * B[k*N + j];

Listing 3 Tiled multiplication algorithm for dense matrices of size N ×N
1 int S = CACHE_LINE_SIZE / sizeof(int);

2 for(int ii = 0; ii < N; ii += S)

3 for(int jj = 0; jj < N; jj += S)

4 for(int kk = 0; kk < N; kk += S)

5 for(int i = ii; i < ii+S; i++)

6 for(int j = jj; j < jj+S; j++)

7 for(int k = kk; k < kk+S; k++)

8 C[i*N + j] += A[i*N + k] * B[k*N + j];

14
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4.1.1 MPI

The MPI implementation of the benchmark used an approach much like the
classic algorithm in Listing 2. Using the MPI construct Scatter to commu-
nicate one of the two input matrices and then the other one is broadcasted
to all the processes which then process the elements they were assigned. A
Gather operation then collects the partial results into the complete and final
matrix. Pseudo code for the normal, naive version is given in Listing 4. No
MPI-code differs for the tiled version.

Listing 4 MPI pseudo code multiplying two N ×N matrices.

1 chunkSize = N / n_processes;

2 MPI_Scatter(A)

3 MPI_Bcast(B);

4 for(int i(0); i < chunkSize; ++i)

5 for(int j(0); j < N; ++j)

6 for(int k(0); k < N; ++k)

7 C[i*N + j] += A[i*N + k] * B[k*N + j];

8 MPI_Gather(C);

4.1.2 OpenMP

The OpenMP version utilizes the parallel for directive to perform the out-
ermost loop iterations concurrently. The code is outlined in Listing 5. The
tiled algorithm from Listing 3 was also implemented and no changes to the
OpenMP code was needed.

Listing 5 OpenMP pseudo code performing matrix multiplication.
1 #pragma omp parallel for

2 for(int i = 0; i < N; ++i)

3 for(int j = 0; j < N; ++j)

4 for(int k = 0; k < N; ++k)

5 C[i*N + j] += A[i*N + k] * B[k*N + j];

4.1.3 Erlang

The Erlang implementation needs a different approach to enable parallelism.
For an N×N matrix we use N Erlang processes to handle the computations.
One for each row, this translates into a series of vector dot operations.
Partial results are then sent to a process responsible for assembling the final
matrix and returning the result to the caller. The code is outlined in Listings

15
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6 and 7. The function ”run” spawns one process responsible for assembling
the final matrix and N processes performing the calculations.

Listing 6 Outline of Erlang code for matrix multiplication. Part 1

1 do_work(Row, 0, Size, A, B, Combiner) ->

2 Value = dot(Row, 0, 0, Size-1, Size, A, B),

3 Combiner ! { Row*Size, Value };

4

5 do_work(Row, Col, Size, A, B, Combiner) ->

6 Value = dot(Row, Col, 0, Size-1, Size, A, B),

7 Combiner ! { Row*Size + Col, Value },

8 do_work(Row, Col-1, Size, A, B, Combiner).

9

10 worker(Row, Size, A, B, Combiner) ->

11 do_work(Row, Size-1, Size, A, B, Combiner).

12

13 do_spawn_workers(0, Size, A, B, Combiner) ->

14 spawn(?MODULE, worker, [0, Size, A, B, Combiner]);

15

16 do_spawn_workers(Row, Size, A, B, Combiner) ->

17 spawn(?MODULE, worker, [Row, Size, A, B, Combiner]),

18 do_spawn_workers(Row-1, Size, A, B, Combiner).

19

20 spawn_workers(Size, A, B, Combiner) ->

21 do_spawn_workers(Size-1, Size, A, B, Combiner).

22

23 run(N, A, B, C) ->

24 Combiner = spawn(?MODULE, combine, [C, N*N, self()]),

25 spawn_workers(N, A, B, Combiner),

26 receive

27 Result ->

28 done.

29 end.
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Listing 7 Outline of Erlang code for matrix multiplication. Part 2

1 combine(Matrix, 0, Callback) ->

2 Callback ! Matrix;

3

4 combine(Matrix, ToGo, Callback) ->

5 receive

6 {Index, Value} ->

7 Modified = array:set(Index, Value, Matrix),

8 combine(Modified, ToGo-1, Callback)

9 end.

10

11 calc(Row, Col, Iter, Size, A, B) ->

12 Value = array:get(Row*Size + Iter, A) *

13 array:get(Iter*Size + Col, B),

14 Value.

15

16 dot(Row, Col, Sum, 0, Size, A, B) ->

17 Value = calc(Row, Col, 0, Size, A, B),

18 Sum + Value;

19

20 dot(Row, Col, Sum, Iteration, Size, A, B) ->

21 Value = calc(Row, Col, Iteration, Size, A, B),

22 dot(Row, Col, Sum+Value, Iteration-1, Size, A, B).
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4.2 Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication

Sparse matrices compress data when the number of non-zero elements (nnz)
is low. Since zero-elements do not contribute to the final result, they can
be removed. Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication (SpMVM) utilizes one
compressed sparse matrix and one dense vector to produce a vector result.
The location of the non-zero elements in the matrix must then be encoded
into the storage format in some way. There exist a number of different
formats for this and we discuss some of them below.

4.2.1 Matrix Compression Formats

The Coordinate List (COO) format stores nnz tuples containing row index,
column index and value data. For example the tuple (X,Y,MX,Y ) stores
one value in the matrix M . The coordinate list format is a good format
for storing data, if properly sorted either by row or column, because it is
then easy to convert into other formats more appropriate for computation.
Listing 8 shows an example matrix represented in dense format and in sparse
COO list format.

Listing 8 Example of the COO Format, zero-indexed

Matrix =


10 20 0 0 0 0
0 30 0 40 0 0
0 0 50 60 70 0
0 0 0 0 0 80



Data =

((0 0 10), (1 0 20),
(1 1 30), (3 1 40),
(2 2 50), (3 2 60),
(4 2 70), (5 3 80))

Compressed Sparse Column (CSC) stores numbers left-to-right, top-to-
bottom. Two accompanying lists stores information on which array index a
column begins at and what row index a certain value is at. To simplify the
implementation one usually defines col ptrs [n] = nnz. An example of CSC
representation is shown in Listing 9.

Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format is similar to CSC format but
stores the values top-to-bottom, left-to-right instead. This is better for data
locality in matrix-vector multiplications because values in the matrix are
read row by row. A CSR representation for a matrix M would be a CSC
representation for MT . An example of a CSR representation is shown in
Listing 10 with row ptrs [m] = nnz. Because of its superior performance
this is the format we chose for our SpMVM benchmark.
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Listing 9 Example of the CSC Format, zero-indexed

Matrix =


10 20 0 0 0 0
0 30 0 40 0 0
0 0 50 60 70 0
0 0 0 0 0 80


Data =

(
10 20 30 50 40 60 70 80

)
Row ids =

(
0 0 1 2 1 2 2 3

)
Col ptrs =

(
0 1 3 4 6 7 8

)

Listing 10 Example of the CSR Format, zero-indexed

Matrix =


10 20 0 0 0 0
0 30 0 40 0 0
0 0 50 60 70 0
0 0 0 0 0 80


Data =

(
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

)
Col ids =

(
0 1 1 3 2 3 4 5

)
Row ptrs =

(
0 2 4 7 8

)

4.2.2 SpMVM algorithm

The Matrix-Vector multiplication reads every element in the matrix only
once. By using a compressed format, only useful data is read and the al-
gorithm becomes a O(nnz) operation. Parallelism is exploited by running
the iterations of the outer loop concurrently. We utilize CSR format in our
benchmarks because values in the matrix are read row by row. For this
access pattern CSR format provides superior cache utilization. Listing 11
outlines the algorithm that multiplies a sparse matrix in CSR format with
a dense vector.

4.2.3 Input data

The input data used in the SpMVM benchmark are selected sparse matrices
from the University of Florida sparse matrix collection1 [6] of various sizes.
They are listed in Table 4.1.

1Available online at https://www.cise.ufl.edu/research/sparse/matrices/
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Listing 11 Matrix-Vector Multiplication with CSR-format

1 for (int i = 0; i < Rows; i++) {

2 result[i] = 0;

3 for (int k = row_ptrs[i]; k < row_ptrs[i+1]; k++) {

4 int j = col_ids[k];

5 result[i] += data[k] * vector[j];

6 }

7 }

Name Rows Values Average density
lhr71c 70304 1528092 .03091 %
crankseg 1 52804 5333507 .19128 %
atmosmodj 1270432 8814880 .00054 %
kim2 456976 11330020 .00542 %
nd24k 72000 14393817 .27765 %

Table 4.1: Input matrices for the Sparse Matrix benchmark.

4.2.4 MPI

The MPI implementation is based on the code in Listing 11. The input
data is broadcast to all processes and every process performs its share of the
computations. The answer is then gathered in the root process. Because the
rows can be unevenly balanced the shape of the input data have an impact
on the execution time. For simplicity no load balancing is implemented.
Source code is described in Listing 12. For simplicity’s sake we broadcast all
information about the input. Using a scattering operation instead, to only
send the data necessary, is recommended.

4.2.5 OpenMP

The OpenMP implementation runs the iterations of the outer for-loop in
the algorithm from Listing 11 concurrently using the parallel for directive.
Source code is described in Listing 13. As with the MPI version; no load
balancing was implemented.

4.2.6 Erlang

The SpMVM benchmark uses random access data structures, because we
discovered Erlang has poor support for such structures, no Erlang version
was implemented of this benchmark.
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Listing 12 MPI pseudo code for sparse matrix-vector multiplication.

1 chunkSize = N / no_processes;

2 MPI_Bcast(nnz);

3 MPI_Bcast(sparse);

4 MPI_Bcast(col_ids);

5 MPI_Bcast(row_ptrs);

6 MPI_Bcast(B);

7

8 first = id * chunkSize;

9 last = (id+1) * chunkSize;

10 last = min(last, N);

11

12 for (int i = first; i < last; i++) {

13 C[i - first] = 0;

14 for (int k = row_ptrs[i]; k < row_ptrs[i+1]; k++) {

15 int j = col_ids[k];

16 C[i - first] += sparse[k] * B[j];

17 }

18 }

19 MPI_Gather(C);

Listing 13 OpenMP pseudo code for sparse matrix-vector multiplication.
1 #pragma omp parallel for

2 for(int i = 0; i < N; i++) {

3 C[i] = 0;

4 for (int k = row_ptrs[i]; k < row_ptrs[i+1]; k++) {

5 int j = col_ids[k];

6 C[i] += sparse[k] * B[j];

7 }

8 }
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4.3 Fast Fourier Transform

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm computes the discrete Fourier
transform, an operation that transforms values in the time domain into
frequencies. It has been called ”the most important numerical algorithm
of our lifetime” [25, page 437]. The classic discrete Fourier transform is an
O(N2) operation, but the FFT performs the computation in O(N logN)
time. One such implementation is the Cooley–Tukey algorithm [5] outlined
in Listing 14. For all our implementations the complex number used inside
the for-loop on line 14 could be pre-computed and stored for reuse.

The Divide and Conquer style that this algorithm displays is exploitable
for parallelism by running each of the two recursive calls concurrently.

Listing 14 Pseudo-code for the in-place Cooley–Tukey FFT algorithm.
The size of the input (N) is always a power of 2.

1 void fft(Complex[] xs) {

2 int N = xs.size();

3 if (N <= 1) return;

4

5 // Take N/2 elements, taking every second element

6 // starting at index 0 and 1 respectively.

7 Complex[] even = xs[0:N/2:2];

8 Complex[] odd = xs[1:N/2:2];

9

10 fft(even);

11 fft(odd);

12

13 for(int i = 0; i < N/2; i++) {

14 Complex t = Complex(1.0, -2 * PI * i / N) * odd[i];

15 xs[i] = even[i] + t;

16 xs[i+N/2] = even[i] - t;

17 }

18 }

4.3.1 MPI

MPI uses a branching scheme to divide the work amongst its processes by
sending one half of the work to another process and keeping another half for
itself until all available processes are being utilized. This strategy is illus-
trated in Figure 4.1 showing N elements being distributed to eight available
processes. The source code is outlined in Listings 15 and 16. Listing 16
shows the code that all processes except for the root process with id zero
runs. At every level, each process sends the N/2 elements at its even indices
to a waiting worker process. Once all worker processes have received data,
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computations are performed serially. This implementation sends some data
logP times, which is suboptimal, there exists more optimized approaches
such as FFTW [8].

Listing 15 MPI pseudo code for Cooley–Tukey FFT.

1 void fft(data, size, level) {

2 if (size <= 1) return;

3

4 int child = id + world_size / (1 << level);

5

6 vector<Complex> even(N/2);

7 vector<Complex> odd(N/2)

8

9 for(int i = 0; i < size/2; ++i) {

10 even[i] = data[2*i];

11 odd[i] = data[2*i + 1];

12 }

13

14 if (rank != child) {

15 MPI_Send(even, child);

16 } else {

17 fft(even, size/2, level+1);

18 }

19 fft(odd, size/2, level + 1);

20

21 if (rank != child) {

22 MPI_Recv(even, child);

23 }

24

25 for (int k = 0; k < size/2; ++k) {

26 Complex t = polar(1.0, -2 * PI * k / size) * odd[k];

27 data[k] = even[k] + t;

28 data[k+size/2] = even[k] - t;

29 }

30 }

4.3.2 OpenMP

The OpenMP implementation uses the available pragmas for task paral-
lelism. By annotating the recursive function calls to create untied tasks
(#pragma omp task untied ) other threads can acquire and execute these
calls concurrently, enabling parallelism. Every task must wait for the com-
pletion of its child tasks and this is accomplished using the taskwait directive.
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Listing 16 MPI code for Cooley–Tukey FFT worker processes.

1 void worker(total_size, level) {

2 const unsigned int parent = id - (world_size / (1 << (level-1)));

3 const unsigned int N = total_size / (1 << (level-1));

4 vector<Complex> data(N);

5

6 // Receive data from parent, calculate and respond.

7 MPI_Recv(data, parent);

8 fft(data, N, level);

9 MPI_Send(data, parent);

10 }

0
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of branching strategy for MPI implementation of
FFT benchmark.

Source code is outlined in Listing 17.

4.3.3 Erlang

The FFT benchmark also uses random access data structures, and because
of our findings, no Erlang version was implemented of this benchmark.
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Listing 17 OpenMP code for Cooley–Tukey FFT using task parallelism.

1 void fft(Array& x) {

2 const size_t N = x.size();

3 if (N <= 1) return;

4

5 Array even = x[std::slice(0, N/2, 2)];

6 Array odd = x[std::slice(1, N/2, 2)];

7

8 #pragma omp task shared(even) untied if(N > max_elems)

9 fft(even);

10 #pragma omp task shared(odd) untied if(N > max_elems)

11 fft(odd);

12 #pragma omp taskwait

13

14 for (size_t k = 0; k < N/2; ++k) {

15 Complex t = std::polar(1.0, -2 * PI * k / N) * odd[k];

16 x[k ] = even[k] + t;

17 x[k+N/2] = even[k] - t;

18 }

19 }
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Name Vertices Edges Height Std Dev*
delaunay n12 4096 12264 31 1.36765
wing nodal 10937 75488 22 2.86138
delaunay n14 16384 49122 60 1.34819
rgg n 2 15 s0 32759 160240 180 3.15509
rgg n 2 16 s0 65532 342127 239 3.24781
luxembourg osm 114599 119666 1034 0.411209

*Standard deviation in number of outgoing edges per vertex.

Table 4.2: Input matrices for the BFS benchmark.

4.4 Breadth First Search

The Breadth First Search (BFS) is a classic graph traversal algorithm, com-
monly used to calculate the distance (in number of edges on the shortest
path) between one node and the others. Traversing a graph with a set of ver-
tices V and a set of edges E takes O(|V |+ |E|) time in the worst case where
every vertex and every edge needs to be explored. Parallelism is exploitable
by exploring along multiple edges whenever possible.

Listing 19 outlines the classic algorithm, exploring nodes in the order
they are discovered using a queue. An adjacency list is shown in Listing
18 and the exploration process is illustrated in Figure 4.2. A partly shaded
node denotes that the vertex is in the frontier to be searched. A fully shaded
node denotes that the vertex’s edges has been fully explored. The distance
value, annotated above each node, is updated whenever that node is first
encountered. The illustration shows the process starting at node zero.

Listing 18 Adjacency List for the graph depicted in Figure 4.2

AdjacencyList =


0
(
1 2

)
1
(
2 3

)
2

()
3
(
2 4

)
4

()



4.4.1 Input data

The input data for this benchmarks are graphs from Davis and Hu [6] and is
listed in Table 4.2. These matrices were selected because they create strongly
connected components of mixed sizes, to easily verify that the algorithm
ended successfully. The input is converted into an adjacency list before the
graph is traversed and vertex index zero is selected as origin for the search.
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Figure 4.2: Graph traversal using Breadth First Search

4.4.2 MPI

The MPI implementation of the BFS benchmark is inspired by work by
Lv et al. [18, algorithm 1]. The approach divides the nodes in the graph
evenly between the processes and only the designated owner of a node may
explore it and keeps track of if it has been visited. In order to reduce
communication, each process keeps track of which exploration requests it
has sent in order not to send duplicate requests. The nodes are split up
using the modulus operator as such: owner = node_id % num_processes.
At the end of every iteration, a request to explore zero or more elements
are sent to, and received from, every other process. The frontier size is then
checked to see if the process should terminate. The algorithm is outlined in
Listing 20.

4.4.3 OpenMP

The OpenMP implementation is based on the source in Listing 19, using the
parallel directive to process the queue concurrently. Access to the shared
variables are protected using critical sections (#pragma omp critical ).
Threads spawned continuously try to access the frontier for a vertex to
explore.

Because the OpenMP iterations are not performed in lock step as the
other implementations are, there is no guarantee that the nodes are visited
in the correct order. Therefore an additional check is needed (see line 24)
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Listing 19 BFS on adjacency list using a vector to keep track of visited
nodes

1 vector<int> bfs(Graph G, int origin) {

2 // Initialize distance vector to -1 for all nodes.

3 vector<int> distance(G.size(), -1);

4 distance[origin] = 0;

5 queue<int> frontier;

6 frontier.push(origin);

7

8 while(! frontier.empty()) {

9 int me = frontier.pop();

10 vector<int> connected = G[me];

11 for(int other : connected) {

12 bool seen = distance[other] >= 0;

13 if (!seen) {

14 frontier.push(other);

15 distance[other] = distance[me] + 1;

16 }

17 }

18 }

19 return distance;

20 }

to control that the currently assigned distance value is the correct one.

4.4.4 Erlang

The Erlang implementation uses a process that acts like a state machine,
keeping track of visited nodes and uses worker processes to process and
build up the queue. A process awaits a command to start the search, it
then dispatches the starting node to worker processes which in turn report
back any nodes they discovered. When previously visited nodes have been
filtered away, the remaining ones are again dispatched to the worker pro-
cesses. When the queue is empty and no more work can be dispatched, the
graph has been exhausted and a result is returned to the original caller. The
process is illustrated in Figure 4.3 and the code is outlined in Listings 22
and 23.
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Figure 4.3: Erlang BFS state machine
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Listing 20 Pseudo code for MPI implementation of BFS.

1 vector<int> bfs(Graph& G, int source) {

2 list<int> CQ, NQ;

3 vector<int> distance(G.size(), -1);

4 vector<bool> requested(G.size(), false);

5 if (rank == get_owner(source, G.size())) {

6 CQ.push_back(source);

7 }

8 vector<vector<int>> outbuff(no_processes);

9 size_t iteration = -1;

10 while (true) {

11 iteration++;

12 while( !CQ.empty() ) {

13 int node = CQ.pop();

14 if (distance[node] < 0) {

15 distance[node] = iteration;

16 vector<int>& connected = G[node];

17 for(int other : connected) {

18 int owner = get_owner(other, G.size());

19 if (id == owner) {

20 NQ.push_back(other);

21 } else if (!requested[other]) {

22 outbuff[owner].push_back(other);

23 requested[other] = true;

24 }

25 }

26 }

27 }

28 // Send and receive Requests

29 for(int p = 0; p < no_processes; p++) {

30 if (id == p) continue;

31 MPI_Isend(outbuff[p]);

32 }

33 for(int p = 0; p < no_processes; p++) {

34 if (id == p) continue;

35 NQ.append(MPI_Recv());

36 }

37 frontier_count = MPI_Allreduce(NQ.size());

38 if (frontier_count == 0) break;

39 CQ.append(NQ);

40 }

41 MPI_Reduce(distance);

42 return distance;

43 }
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Listing 21 Pseudo code for OpenMP implementation of BFS.

1 vector<int> bfs(Graph& G, int origin) {

2 // Initialize all distance value to -1

3 std::vector<int> distance(G.size(), -1);

4 distance[origin] = 0;

5

6 queue<int> frontier;

7 frontier.push_back(origin);

8 #pragma omp parallel shared(G, frontier, distance)

9 {

10 while(! frontier.empty()) {

11 int me = -1;

12 #pragma omp critical

13 {

14 if(! frontier.empty()) {

15 me = frontier.front();

16 frontier.pop_front();

17 }

18 }

19 if(me >= 0) {

20 vector<int>& connected = G[me];

21 for(int other : connected) {

22 #pragma omp critical

23 {

24 if(distance[other] < 0 || distance[other] > distance[me] + 1) {

25 distance[other] = distance[me] + 1;

26 frontier.push_back(other);

27 }

28 }

29 }

30 }

31 }

32 }

33 return distance;

34 }
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Listing 22 Outline of Erlang code implementing BFS. Part 1

1 updateDistances([], _Depth, Distances) ->

2 Distances;

3

4 updateDistances([Head|Rest], Depth, Distances) ->

5 UpdatedDistances = array:set(Head, Depth, Distances),

6 updateDistances(Rest, Depth, UpdatedDistances).

7

8 bfsWorker(AdjList, Master) ->

9 receive

10 {explore, Id} ->

11 Neighbors = array:get(Id, AdjList),

12 Master ! {found, Neighbors},

13 bfsWorker(AdjList, Master);

14 terminate ->

15 ok

16 end.

17

18 awaitAnswers(0, Queue) -> Queue;

19 awaitAnswers(Requests, Queue) ->

20 receive

21 {found, Items} ->

22 awaitAnswers(Requests-1, ordsets:union(Items, Queue))

23 end.

24

25 dispatchWork(Workers, RemWorkers, [], Counter) -> Counter;

26

27 dispatchWork(Workers, [], Queue, Cntr) ->

28 dispatchWork(Workers, Workers, Queue, Cntr);

29

30 dispatchWork(Workers, [NextWorker|RemWorkers], [Head|Tail], Counter) ->

31 NextWorker ! {explore, Head},

32 dispatchWork(Workers, RemWorkers, Tail, Counter+1).

33

34 syncLoop(Workers, [], Visited, Distances, Depth) -> Distances;

35 syncLoop(Workers, Queue, Visited, Distances, Depth) ->

36 Requests = dispatchWork(Workers, [], Queue, 0),

37 NextQueue = awaitAnswers(Requests, []),

38

39 NewVisited = ordsets:union(Visited, Queue),

40 Frontier = ordsets:from_list(lists:flatten(NextQueue)),

41 NotSeen = ordsets:subtract(Frontier, NewVisited),

42 Distances2 = updateDistances(NotSeen, Depth, Distances),

43 syncLoop(Workers, NotSeen, NewVisited, Distances2, Depth+1).
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Listing 23 Outline of Erlang code implementing BFS. Part 2

1 syncProcess(0, Workers, AdjList) ->

2 receive

3 {search, Origin, ResponseAddr} ->

4 Size = array:size(AdjList),

5 Result = array:new([{size,Size},{fixed,true},{default,-1}]),

6 Result2 = array:set(Origin, 0, Result),

7 Distances = syncLoop(Workers,

8 ordsets:from_list([Origin]),

9 ordsets:from_list([]),

10 Result2,

11 1),

12 ResponseAddr ! {ok, Distances};

13 die ->

14 lists:map(fun(W) -> W ! terminate end, Workers)

15 end;

16

17 syncProcess(NumWorkers, Workers, AdjList) ->

18 W = spawn(?MODULE, bfsWorker, [AdjList, self()]),

19 syncProcess(NumWorkers-1, [W] ++ Workers, AdjList).

20

21 bfs(No_workers, Input) ->

22 Syncer = spawn(?MODULE, syncProcess, [No_workers, [], Input]),

23 Syncer ! {search, 0, self()},

24 receive

25 {ok, Distances} ->

26 done.

27 end.
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4.5 Pi Approximation

Pi Approximation (PiA) is another algorithm commonly used as benchmark
for parallel frameworks [1]. It is done by solving Equation 4.1.

π = 4 arctan(1) = 4

∫ 1

0

1

1 + x2
dx. (4.1)

Equation 4.1 can be solved numerically by splitting the interval into N
discrete sections and summarizing up the area of the rectangles that fit
beneath the curve. This takes O(N) time, but the algorithm has exploitable
data parallelism in both the map step and the reduction step; the final result
can be computed by combining partial results calculated in in parallel. The
algorithm is outlined in Listing 24. Parallelism in enabled by performing
the iterations of the loop concurrently, this step is called the map step. The
final answer can then be assembled from the partial results.

Listing 24 Numerical integration to approximate pi with N iterations.

1 double pi(const unsigned long N) {

2 double step = 1.0 / N;

3 double sum = 0.0;

4 for (unsigned long i = 0; i < N; i++) {

5 double x = (i + 0.5)*step;

6 sum += (4.0 / (1.0 + x*x));

7 }

8 return sum * step;

9 }

4.5.1 MPI

The MPI implementation splits the iterations between the available pro-
cesses and collects the result using a MPI_Reduce function call to assemble
the final result. Pseudo code assuming N is divisible by the number of cores
is outlined in Listing 25.

4.5.2 OpenMP

The OpenMP implementation bases on the source code in Listing 24 and
annotates the loop with a parallel for reduce directive
(#pragma omp parallel for reduction(+:sum) ) which tells the compiler
that sum is the reduction variable and the reduction operator should be
addition. Pseudo code assuming N is divisible by the number of cores is
outlined in Listing 26.
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Listing 25 Pseudo code for MPI implementation of PiA benchmark.

1 double pi(long N) {

2 double step = 1.0 / N;

3 double sum = 0.0;

4

5 const long i_per = N / no_processes;

6

7 for (unsigned long i = id*i_per; i < (id+1)*i_per; i++) {

8 double x = (i + 0.5)*step;

9 sum += (4.0 / (1.0 + x*x));

10 }

11 MPI_Reduce(sum);

12 return sum * step;

13 }

Listing 26 Pseudo code for OpenMP implementation of PiA benchmark.

1 double pi(long N) {

2 double step = 1.0 / N;

3 double sum = 0.0;

4 #pragma omp parallel for reduction(+:sum)

5 for (unsigned long i = 0; i < N; i++) {

6 double x = (i + 0.5)*step;

7 sum += (4.0 / (1.0 + x*x));

8 }

9 return sum * step;

10 }

4.5.3 Erlang

The implementation in Erlang uses a recursive function instead of a loop, as
is idiomatic for the language. The number of processes matches the number
of available cores in order to minimize context switches. Code assuming N
is divisible by the number of cores is outlined in Listing 27.
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Listing 27 Erlang code for PiA benchmark.

1 partial(_Step, _Start, 0, Value) ->

2 Value;

3

4 partial(Step, Start, Delta, Value) ->

5 X = (Start + Delta + 0.5) * Step,

6 Partial = 4 / (1.0 + X*X),

7 partial(Step, Start, Delta-1, Partial+Value).

8

9 par_pi(N, Me, Max, Result) ->

10 Step = 1.0 / N,

11 Per = round(N / Max),

12 Partial = partial(Step, Me*Per, Per-1, 0),

13 Result ! Partial * Step.

14

15 spawnN(_N, 0, 0, Result, Pi) ->

16 Result ! {result, Pi};

17

18 spawnN(N, 0, Remaining, Result, Partial) ->

19 receive

20 Part ->

21 spawnN(N, 0, Remaining-1, Result, Part + Partial)

22 end;

23

24 spawnN(N, Me, Max, Result, _Partial) ->

25 spawn(?MODULE, par_pi, [N, Me-1, Max, self()]),

26 spawnN(N, Me-1, Max, Result, 0).

27

28 start_spawn(N, Cores, Response) ->

29 spawnN(N, Cores, Cores, Response, 0).

30

31 pi(N) ->

32 spawn(?MODULE, start_spawn, [N, cores(), self()]),

33 receive

34 {result, _Pi} ->

35 _Pi;

36 end.
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Chapter 5

Experimental results

In this chapter we present the results from the performance evaluation con-
ducted. The measurements from the languages and frameworks tested are
explained in order for each test in the sections below.

5.1 Conditions

The computer we use is equipped with an AMD Athlon II X4 640 CPU, with
four cores each working at 3.0 GHz with 64 kB of L1 instruction cache, 64
kB of L1 data cache and 512 kB of L2 data cache. The machine has 16 GB
of 1333 MHz CL9 RAM and was running Ubuntu Linux 13.10 with kernel
version 3.11. GCC version was 4.8.1, Erlang compiler version was R16B01
with HiPE enabled and the MPI runtime was MPICH2 version 1.4.1.

All results presented here are the average of ten repetitions of the calcu-
lations and gathering the final result. Measures are taken using the default,
most high resolution clock available in the core language,
std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now() for C++ which provides
nanosecond resolution and erlang:now() which provides microsecond res-
olution for Erlang.

Erlang has no setting for compile time optimizations. For C++ the GCC
settings1 -O0 through -O3 are explored and whichever is used is detailed in
the results. The code was compiled with the following commands:

MPI: mpic++ -std=c++11

-std=c++11 sets the language standard to C++11 and enables some
convenience features.

OpenMP: g++ -std=c++11 -fopenmp

-std=c++11 is the same as for the MPI code. -fopenmp enables
the OpenMP compiler extensions.

1GCC Optimization settings: http://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc/

Optimize-Options.html
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Erlang: erlc -smp +native

-smp enables symmetric multiprocessing so Erlang can utilize more
than one OS level thread. +native enables the generation of native
machine code.

One set of graphs are showing the measured average execution time for
different problem sizes, in linear scale to the left and in logarithmic scale
to the right. Another set of graphs show the average speedup for different
numbers of processors for one fixed problem size. A straight horizontal
dashed line represents a comparable sequential version compiled with the
same compiler settings used for reference. A speedup above this line means
the parallel version is faster than the sequential at that optimization setting.
Overhead from the parallelization can be observed as the disparity between
the lines when using one processing core.

The notation -n X in the legend indicates that X cores were used during
the test.

5.2 Dense Matrix-Matrix Multiplication

The Dense Matrix-Matrix Multiplication benchmark is implemented in all
three languages. While Erlang has a data structure called array, it does not
display the performance characteristics one expects from it, such as O(1)
access and insert times. This benchmark displays why Erlang is seldom
used for these types of scientific computation. As a direct result of this poor
performance, Erlang is not benchmarked for matrices larger than 512× 512
in size.

The results are summarized in Figure 5.1. We can see that the Erlang ex-
ecution time is orders of magnitude slower than the other implementations.
Because of this we stopped the tests after a problem size of 512. OpenMP
and MPI using the optimized tiled matrix structure perform the best.
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Figure 5.1: Overall results for the Dense Matrix-Matrix Multiplication
benchmark

Figure 5.2: MPI Performance, DeMMM benchmark.
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Figure 5.3: Tiled MPI Performance, DeMMM benchmark.

Performance measurements of the optimized version seen in Figure 5.2
performs much better than the naive implementation with measurements
shown in Figure 5.3 as is to be expected in a system with CPU caches.

Figure 5.4: MPI Scaling, DeMMM benchmark.
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Factor -O0 -O1 -O2 -O3
16 7429 4943 3767 3755
32 7381 5661 3661 3665
64 7320 7396 4405 4420
128 7539 7368 4630 4666

Table 5.1: MPI execution time (rounded to whole milliseconds) when multi-
plying two 1024× 1024 matrices using different tiling factors and optimiza-
tion levels.

Figure 5.5: Tiled MPI Scaling, DeMMM benchmark.

Scaling measurements displayed in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show linear scaling
for both versions of the implementation except for the naive version with
compiler optimizations disabled. Without compiler optimizations the cost
of MPI causes a small loss in performance using two cores. Both version
use a tiling factor of 16. Different tiling factors was tested for the optimized
versions of both the MPI and OpenMP implementations. These results are
listed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
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Figure 5.6: OpenMP Performance, DeMMM benchmark.

Figure 5.7: Tiled OpenMP Performance, DeMMM benchmark.

The OpenMP versions behave similarly to their MPI counterparts. En-
abling optimizations improve performance but it does not improve beyond
the lowest level. Performance for the naive and optimized versions are shown
in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 respectively.
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Factor -O0 -O1 -O2 -O3
16 3938 1488 1428 1417
32 3965 1550 1497 1515
64 3974 1712 1660 1681
128 8740 5644 4379 4900

Table 5.2: OpenMP execution time (rounded to whole milliseconds) when
multiplying two 1024× 1024 matrices using different tiling factors and opti-
mization levels.

Figure 5.8: OpenMP Scaling, DeMMM benchmark.
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Figure 5.9: Tiled OpenMP Scaling, DeMMM benchmark.

The OpenMP versions speedup is displayed in Figure 5.8 for the naive
version and Figure 5.9 for the tiled version. Unlike the MPI implementation,
the scaling results shows that the sequential version yields greater perfor-
mance increases from compiler optimizations than the parallel version using
OpenMP. The naive parallel implementation is slower than the sequential
one for almost all configurations. Only at the lowest optimization level and
using 4 cores does it outperform the serial version. For the optimized version
the situation is better, but at the highest optimization level the two versions
perform equally. This degradation is in accordance with the performance
pitfalls explained by Rabenseifner et al. [23], using OpenMP clearly affects
what optimizations the compiler can provide.
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Figure 5.10: Erlang Performance, DeMMM benchmark.

Figure 5.11: Erlang Scaling, DeMMM benchmark.

The Erlang implementation performs two orders of magnitude worse than
the unoptimized MPI or OpenMP versions due to the lack of fast random
access data structures. The sequential version utilizes a recursive function
instead of multiple communicating processes and was faster using one core,
but the parallel version is faster using two or more cores with good scaling
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using three or four cores. Performance is shown in Figure 5.10 and the
speedup is shown in Figure 5.11.
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5.3 Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication

Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication (SpMVM) is implemented using MPI
and OpenMP and they behave similarly in this test. Performance results
are summarized in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12: Results from the Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication bench-
mark
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Figure 5.13: MPI Performance, SpMVM benchmark.

Figure 5.14: MPI Scaling, SpMVM benchmark.

MPI performance results and scaling are shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14.
Performance increases with compiler optimizations as is to be expected.

The OpenMP measurements are similar to those of the MPI implemen-
tation. Performance and scaling results are shown in Figures 5.15 and 5.16.
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The performance increase with compiler optimization are very similar to the
MPI results.

Figure 5.15: OpenMP Performance, SpMVM benchmark.

Figure 5.16: OpenMP Scaling, SpMVM benchmark.

The scaling test results show for both implementations that the lowest
level of compiler optimizations makes the parallel execution time worse than
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the sequential one. Only with four cores available can the parallel versions
match the sequential one at this setting. Increasing the optimization level
brings the performance above the sequential version but the speedup quickly
stagnates and does not reach the levels we saw in the DeMMM benchmark.
This is because this test requires more memory accesses per multiplication
and this saturates the memory preventing further speedup. The effects of
load balancing as a potential issue was deemed outside the scope of this
thesis.
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5.4 Fast Fourier Transform

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) benchmark is implemented using MPI
and OpenMP. In this test they perform very similarly. Performance results
are summarized in Figure 5.17.

Figure 5.17: Results from the Fast Fourier Transform benchmark

Figure 5.18: MPI Performance, FFT benchmark.
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Figure 5.19: MPI Scaling, FFT benchmark.

The MPI peformance measurements are displayed in Figure 5.18 and
speedup is displayed in Figure 5.19. Enabling compiler optimizations grants
a small performance increase.

The MPI version gains no benefit going from one to just two cores,
but after that the speedup increases. Without any optimizations the MPI
versions shows an improvement over the sequential version with about 10%.
This can be explained by the fact that the MPI version always access memory
linearly without jumps, unlike the sequential version which strides across
the memory. Contiguous accesses leads to better cache utilization. With
optimizations enabled this advantage disappears. Explaining why is outside
the scope of our work. We also explored the effects of using non-blocking
sends, but for this implementation and these problem sizes, it had little
impact on the performance.
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Figure 5.20: OpenMP Performance, FFT benchmark.

Figure 5.21: OpenMP Scaling, FFT benchmark.

The OpenMP version, as described in Section 4.3.2 uses a task queue for
the recursive function calls to enable parallelism. It achieves a good speed
up for two cores quickly stagnates. The implementation becomes memory
bound.
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5.5 Breadth First Search

The Breadth First Search (BFS) benchmark is implemented in all three
languages. Performance results vary somewhat depending on the structure
of the explored graph.

The performance results are summarized in Figure 5.22.

Figure 5.22: Combined Results from the Breadth First Search benchmark

We see a small spike in the execution time when traversing the wing nodal
graph. With 75488 edges, compared to its neighbours’ 12264 and 49122
edges respectively, it is a much larger graph and that means more work for
the algorithm for perform.
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Figure 5.23: MPI Performance, BFS benchmark.

Figure 5.24: MPI Scaling, BFS benchmark.

The MPI performance results displayed in Figure 5.23 show a perfor-
mance increase when enabling compiler optimizations as is to be expected.

Scaling for the MPI BFS implementation shows the parallel version be-
ing slower even with 4 cores as seen in Figure 5.24. One reason is that the
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amount of communication compared to computation is disadvantageous and
results in sub-sequential performance. Another reason could be load imbal-
ance; in the worst case only one process is performing work and exploring
vertices at a time.

Figure 5.25: OpenMP Performance, BFS benchmark.

Figure 5.26: OpenMP scaling, BFS benchmark.
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Cores -O0 -O1 -O2 -O3
1 22.3662% 36.3779% 36.1441% 36.0486%
2 56.6293% 48.4857% 47.0459% 52.5520%
3 40.8101% 42.4721% 53.6368% 47.7771%
4 37.3487% 39.1850% 41.9096% 35.9139%

Table 5.3: Average measured percentage of its execution time our OpenMP
program spends waiting to access critical sections.

The execution time for OpenMP shown in Figure 5.25, is similar for all
optimization levels in this test. This is because there is not much room
for the compiler to optimize when the limiting factor is accesses to the
critical sections and memory saturation. By instrumenting the source code
to measure the time it takes to enter a critical section we can get an idea
of how much of the execution time is spent waiting for the shared mutex.
These numbers are listed in Table 5.3 and we see that the time spent blocked
on a mutex makes up a considerable portion of the execution time.

OpenMP experiences a decreasing speedup as the number of cores in-
creases due to congestion on the mutex protecting the shared work queue.
As with the MPI version of this benchmark is limited by the fact that there
is so little computations compared to communication and memory accesses.
We conclude that a straightforward OpenMP adaptation of the classic se-
quential BFS algorithm is a bad choice when trying to improve performance.

Figure 5.27: Erlang Performance, BFS benchmark.
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Figure 5.28: Erlang Scaling, BFS benchmark.

Erlang performance and speedup is displayed in Figures 5.27 and 5.28 re-
spectively. The Erlang version’s speedup is practically unchanged across the
different number of cores indicating a bottleneck in the processes coordinat-
ing the worker processes. Instrumenting the code to measure the different
parts reveals that 5400/6928 = 77.9% of the time is spend updating the
visited set and distance data structures.
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5.6 Pi Approximation

In the Pi Approximation (PiA) benchmark, the performance differences are
smaller. More notably, Erlang is only slower than the OpenMP and MPI
versions by a factor of two. Performance results are summarized in Figure
5.29.

Figure 5.29: Combined Results from the Pi Approximation benchmark
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Figure 5.30: MPI Performance, PiA benchmark.

Figure 5.31: MPI Scaling, PiA benchmark.

MPI performance measurements are displayed in Figure 5.30 and speedup
is shown in Figure 5.31. Without optimizations the MPI code has linear
speedup with an increasing number of cores. Only the lowest level of opti-
mizations yields greater performance increase for the sequential version. At
more aggressive optimization levels, linear speedup is achieved.
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Figure 5.32: OpenMP Performance, PiA benchmark.

Figure 5.33: OpenMP Scaling, PiA benchmark.

OpenMP performance and speedup measurements are displayed in Fig-
ures 5.32 and 5.33 respectively. OpenMP also displays linear scaling for
all different compiler settings. Because the PiA benchmark contains much
more computations compared to communication the computing cores can
reach higher utilization and therefore better speedup.
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Figure 5.34: Erlang Performance, PiA benchmark.

Figure 5.35: Erlang Scaling, PiA benchmark.

Finally the Erlang performance and speedup measurements are displayed
in Figures 5.34 and 5.35 respectively. In this benchmark Erlang performance
comes much closer to that of the C++ versions because the benchmark is
CPU bound with very few memory accesses.
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Chapter 6

Discussion of
Programability

In this chapter we discuss the different classes of problems that we have
implemented benchmarks for and how they are exploitable for parallelism.
In particular we discuss ease of use and programmability.

6.1 Ease of use

Programmability and ease of use are increasing in importance for program-
mers and companies where agile craftsmanship and flexibility is important.
Short iteration times and the ability to shift focus requires code that can
adapt with short notice without introducing bugs in the software. We count
the number of Source Lines of Code (SLOC) in the algorithm as a simple
metric for usability. However, programming is a creative work and lines of
code does not properly describe a programmer’s experience with a language
or framework. Difficulty to find related documentation, quality of debugging
mechanisms, clarity of error messages, syntactic and semantic consistency,
prior experiences and more, all count towards the programmability of a
language or framework and differ from person to person. We attempt to
summarize these criteria into a difficulty score. It it represented below as
a number of asterisks, where more asterisks means that the given bench-
mark was more difficult to implement and test correctly in the language or
framework.

In the sections below we look at the five categories of problems we eval-
uated and how well the chosen languages and frameworks matched each
problem.
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6.1.1 Dense Matrix-Matrix Multiplication

Dense Linear Algebra problems typically have a lot of sequential memory ac-
cesses and low amounts of data dependencies. Those traits make such prob-
lems ideal for parallelism. Modern compilers operating on modern CPUs
today try to utilize automatic loop unrolling and optimizations using SIMD
instructions and loop vectorization.1 However, thread level parallelism can
also be utilized when the number of elements are high and can scale well as
seen in Figure 5.4.

Dense Matrix-Matrix multiplication in particular is a common operation
and fundamentally an easy and straightforward algorithm. In systems with
a cache memory, much performance can be gained by optimizing for data
locality, as seen by comparing Figure 5.7 to Figure 5.6 in Section 5.2.

Language/Framework SLOC Difficulty
MPI 14 **
OpenMP 5 *
Erlang 42 ****

Table 6.1: Ease of use Evaluation, DeMMM

The DeMMM benchmark was easy to implement and was straightforward
in either of the C++ frameworks. The OpenMP adaptation required only a
single line of code to be added and was by far the simplest implementation.
MPI required more work distributing and assembling the resulting matrix.
Troubles when trying to update the final matrix in-place in the root process
earns MPI an extra asterisk.

The Erlang implementation required more planning due to its functional
nature and use of immutable values. Online-tutorials advise against us-
ing Erlang for scientific computation.2 After the performance results from
DeMMM, seen in Figure 5.10, use of Erlang in other benchmarks reliant on
heavy use of random access data structures was decided against.

6.1.2 Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication

The Sparse linear algebra class of problems is similar to the Dense problems
in many aspects but utilizes compressed formats. This results in a more
complex data structure than dense arrays and matrices which are just a
contiguous block of memory. Because of this, more memory accesses are
required per useful multiplication. This causes the memory channels to
become saturated and makes scaling suffer as seen in Figures 5.14 and 5.16.

1Since version 3.3 released mid-2013, LLVM features two advanced vectorization mech-
anisms: http://llvm.org/docs/Vectorizers.html

2Erlang tutorial: http://learnyousomeerlang.com/starting-out-for-real
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Name SLOC Difficulty
MPI 17 **
OpenMP 8 *

Table 6.2: Ease of use Evaluation, SpMVM

When implementing the SpMVM benchmark no major issues were en-
countered. The MPI code required some extra logic to handle cases when
the matrix size was not evenly divisible by the number of processes. The
OpenMP version required only a single preprocessor directive to enable par-
allelism.

Utilizing MPI and OpenMP for loop level parallelism is easy, but for
some problems load balancing can be an issue. In MPI any load balancing
needs to be programmed manually which can be error prone. OpenMP has
dynamic scheduling for parallel loops that can be used to combat this but
it has a runtime cost.

6.1.3 Fast Fourier Transform

Spectral methods like the FFT algorithm traverses data in a highly regular
pattern. The Cooley–Tukey algorithm we used also utilizes a Divide and
Conquer strategy with recursive calls upon smaller sets of data that can
be exploited for parallelism. After the recursive calls there is also a merg-
ing step where loop level parallelism could be exploited for further speedup
but it was not explored in this work for the sake of simplicity. Other algo-
rithms following the divide and conquer pattern are the sorting algorithms
Mergesort and Quicksort that, in their naive parallelization, also have highly
sequential sections that limit the maximum speedup from using parallelism.

Name SLOC Difficulty
MPI 86 ****
OpenMP 22 *

Table 6.3: Ease of use Evaluation, FFT

The FFT benchmark with the recursive calls required much planning
to implement in MPI. The branching strategy in Figure 4.1 ensures that
no locks occur where processes wait for each other to complete. This also
required specialized paths of execution for the processes other than the root
process to a greater extent than in the previous benchmarks. The OpenMP
version was very straightforward thanks to the preprocessor directives avail-
able for task parallelism.
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6.1.4 Breadth First Search

Graph traversal algorithms such the BFS are greatly affected by the struc-
ture of the input, not just the size. This can cause very irregular access
patterns and make load balancing difficult when separating the data like we
did in the MPI version of the benchmark.

Our BFS benchmark was purely an exercise in exploring memory, this
quickly caused memory bandwidth

Name SLOC Difficulty
MPI 83 *******
OpenMP 60 **
Erlang 82 ****

Table 6.4: Ease of use Evaluation, BFS

In our study the BFS benchmark was the most difficult to implement
and debug. The communication in MPI involves dealing with raw pointers
to memory, that makes programming more error prone. It is problematic
to manage the communications that occurred irregularly between processes
with messages of varying sizes.

The OpenMP version was a straightforward adaptation of the sequential
reference version. Utilizing the available constructs for protecting the critical
sections in an understandable manner. This approach however easy resulted
in a terrible performance degradation.

The Erlang implementation with a state machine required more work
than the other versions. We utilize a central process, responsible for the
entire work queue. This approach is simple to understand but difficult to
implement because working with data structures such as sets and queues are
not idiomatic to Erlang which instead relies heavily on lists and tree data
structures.

6.1.5 Pi Approximation

MapReduce operations, such as our Pi Approximation benchmark, is inher-
ently easy to parallelize because every operation in the map step is inde-
pendent. It mostly comes down to finding an efficient way to split up and
perform the reduce step.

Name SLOC Difficulty
MPI 18 **
OpenMP 10 *
Erlang 42 ***

Table 6.5: Ease of use Evaluation, PiA
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For MPI and OpenMP we used the same techniques to exploit parallelism
in loops as in previous benchmarks. Both MPI and OpenMP had easily
usable constructs to assemble the final result. The Erlang version was easily
adapted from the sequential version to run across multiple cores.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this thesis we explored past work trying to classify algorithmic problems.
We use a subset of the 13 Dwarfs of Berkeley to select five problems to
implement benchmarking applications for. We use these implementations to
evaluate languages and frameworks of interest to Etteplan, a large consultant
company.

We showed that MPI can be used to speed up programs in shared mem-
ory systems but with a cost in the form of code complexity. It handles
regularly structured problems well but suffers for more dynamic and irreg-
ular work loads, such as the graph traversal algorithm BFS that we use as
a benchmark.

OpenMP is an easy way to gain performance by utilizing thread level
parallelism in most situations. Performance degraded in other situations,
either because of mutex congestion or because OpenMP code not benefiting
from compiler optimizations. Mutex congestion is not inherently a prob-
lem with OpenMP, but a problem with programming concurrent systems in
general.

We also explored Erlang, the concurrent programming language from
Ericsson, as an alternative to C/C++ in shared memory systems. How-
ever immutable tree data structures do not compete with efficient in-place
updates of memory arrays with constant access times.

Programming for parallel systems is a difficult topic, even many years
after the introduction of the multicore chip. And there are no generic ad-
vice that apply to all situations. Measurements and testing is required to
determine what frameworks and solutions are the best match for a given
situation.
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Future Work

There are many interesting future additions that can be made to this work.
The study could be extended with more languages. Google’s Go and

Mozilla’s Rust have concurrency models similar to Erlang, but with native
machine code, optimizing compilers supporting mutable data structures they
might be better suited for the work loads Erlang performed poorly in. Other
frameworks for C/C++ could also be explored. OpenCL has proven to be
efficient in shared memory environments [1, 26] and should be explored as
an alternative to the more classical frameworks.

To better understand the ease of use aspect of the programming lan-
guages and frameworks, an empirical study can be conducted to measure
the time taken for programmers to solve tasks using the different settings.
A study conducted by Hochstein and Basili [10] used students to compare
MPI to their emulated PRAM programming [15] model framework, called
XMT-C, and showed it to be easier to use than MPIs message passing model.

To compare how the programming models and frameworks interact, a
larger case study with multiple parallel parts can be conducted, similar to
the efforts of Rabenseifner et al. [23]. Writing multiple tests in multiple lan-
guages has a problem with dimensionality, adding an additional benchmark
or language requires lots of effort and contributing to a single project might
reduce the burden.

In recent versions of the GNU Compiler Collection toolchain, profile
guided optimization [4] has been added, exploring such optimization tech-
niques in the benchmarks could affect how we develop software in the future
and is an interesting topic to explore.

Because OpenMP has been the easiest of the frameworks to utilize, ex-
ploring options for running OpenMP programs in cluster and distributed
environments can be a path to gaining performance very easily with little
programming effort. Shared memory can be emulated in distributed memory
environments using systems such as FDSN [19]. Distributed shared memory
also work in heterogeneous systems as is explored by [9]. Comparing shared
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memory programming models with compiler based approaches or single sys-
tem image distributed operating systems [27] with MPI could provide an
answer to how to write parallel software.
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Appendix A

Benchmark source code

A.1 Dense Matrix-Matrix Multiplication

1 #include <stdio.h>

2 #include <cstdlib>

3 #include <chrono>

4 #include <algorithm>

5 #include <mpi.h>

6 #include "../../../help/mem.h"

7 #include "../../../help/time.h"

8

9 #include <unistd.h>

10 #define ITERATIONS 10

11

12 #define NS2MS(X) (X / 1000000.0)

13

14 int main(int argc, char** argv) {

15 std::vector<int> problem_sizes = {256, 384, 512, 640, 768, 1024};

16

17 int rank, world_size;

18 MPI_Init (&argc, &argv);

19 MPI_Comm_rank (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &rank);

20 MPI_Comm_size (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &world_size);

21

22 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

23 #define N (1024)

24 #else

25 for(auto N : problem_sizes) {

26 #endif

27

28 if (N % world_size != 0) {

I
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29 printf("Matrix world_size not divisible by "

30 "number of processors\n");

31 MPI_Finalize();

32 return -1;

33 }

34

35 auto A = (unsigned int*)malloc(sizeof(unsigned int)*(N*N));

36 auto B = (unsigned int*)malloc(sizeof(unsigned int)*(N*N));

37 auto C = (unsigned int*)malloc(sizeof(unsigned int)*(N*N));

38 auto D = (unsigned int*)malloc(sizeof(unsigned int)*(N*N));

39 const int S = 16;

40

41 if (!A || !B || !C || !D) {

42 printf("OOM!\n");

43 return -1;

44 }

45

46 std::chrono::time_point

47 <std::chrono::high_resolution_clock> start, end;

48 std::chrono::nanoseconds runtime[ITERATIONS];

49

50 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

51 std::chrono::nanoseconds sequential_average;

52 if (rank == 0) {

53

54 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

55 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

56 #if defined(NAIVE)

57 for(int i(0); i < N; ++i)

58 for(int j(0); j < N; ++j) {

59 D[i*N + j] = 0;

60 for(int k(0); k < N; ++k)

61 D[i*N + j] += A[i*N + k] * B[k*N + j];

62 }

63 #else

64 for(int ii = 0; ii < N; ii += S)

65 for(int jj = 0; jj < N; jj += S)

66 for(int kk = 0; kk < N; kk += S)

67 for(int i = ii; i < ii+S; ++i)

68 for(int j = jj; j < jj+S; ++j) {

69 D[i*N + j] = 0;

70 for(int k = kk; k < kk+S; ++k)

71 D[i*N + j] += A[i*N + k] *

72 B[k*N + j];

73 }
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74 #endif

75

76 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

77 runtime[iter] = std::chrono::duration_cast

78 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

79 }

80 auto sequential = std::accumulate(runtime,

81 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

82 sequential_average = sequential / ITERATIONS;

83 }

84 #endif

85

86 const int CHUNK = N / world_size;

87 const int PER = N * CHUNK;

88

89

90 if (CHUNK % S != 0) {

91 printf("CHUNK SIZE not divisible by "

92 "number of processors\n");

93 MPI_Finalize();

94 return -1;

95 }

96

97 MPI_Scatter(A, PER, MPI_UNSIGNED, (rank ? A : MPI_IN_PLACE),

98 PER, MPI_UNSIGNED, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

99 MPI_Bcast(B, N*N, MPI_UNSIGNED, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

100

101

102 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

103 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

104 #if defined(NAIVE)

105 for(int i(0); i < CHUNK; ++i)

106 for(int j(0); j < N; ++j) {

107 C[i*N + j] = 0;

108 for(int k(0); k < N; ++k) {

109 C[i*N + j] += A[i*N + k] * B[k*N + j];

110 }

111 }

112 #else

113 for(int ii = 0; ii < CHUNK; ii += S)

114 for(int jj = 0; jj < N; jj += S)

115 for(int kk = 0; kk < N; kk += S)

116 for(int i = ii; i < ii+S; ++i)

117 for(int j = jj; j < jj+S; ++j) {

118 C[i*N + j] = 0;
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119 for(int k = kk; k < kk+S; ++k)

120 C[i*N + j] += A[i*N + k] *

121 B[k*N + j];

122 }

123 #endif

124

125 MPI_Gather((rank ? C : MPI_IN_PLACE), PER, MPI_UNSIGNED, C,

126 PER, MPI_UNSIGNED, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

127

128 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

129 runtime[iter] = std::chrono::duration_cast

130 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

131

132 if (iter == 0 && rank == 0)

133 for(int i(0); i < N; ++i)

134 for(int j(0); j < N; ++j)

135 if (C[i*N + j] != D[i*N + j]) {

136 printf("Error: Wrong answer!\n");

137 return -1;

138 }

139 }

140

141 if (rank == 0) {

142 auto parallel_time = std::accumulate(runtime,

143 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

144 auto parallel_average = parallel_time / ITERATIONS;

145

146 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

147 printf("%d \t %f \t %f\n", world_size,

148 NS2MS(parallel_average.count()),

149 double(sequential_average.count()) /

150 double(parallel_average.count()));

151 #else

152 auto std_dev = deviation(runtime, parallel_average,

153 ITERATIONS);

154 printf("%d \t %f \t %f\n", N,

155 NS2MS(parallel_average.count()), NS2MS(std_dev));

156 #endif

157 }

158

159 free(A);

160 free(B);

161 free(C);

162 free(D);

163 #if !defined(SCALING_TEST)
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164 }

165 #endif

166 MPI_Finalize();

167 return 0;

168 }

Listing 28: DeMMM Benchmark application in MPI

1 #include <omp.h>

2 #include <stdio.h>

3 #include <cstdlib>

4 #include <chrono>

5 #include <algorithm>

6 #include "../../../help/mem.h"

7 #include "../../../help/time.h"

8

9 #define ITERATIONS 10

10 #define NS2MS(X) (X / 1000000.0)

11

12 int main() {

13 std::vector<int> problem_sizes = {256, 384, 512, 640, 768, 1024};

14 for(auto N : problem_sizes) {

15

16 auto A = (unsigned int*)malloc(sizeof(unsigned int)*(N*N));

17 auto B = (unsigned int*)malloc(sizeof(unsigned int)*(N*N));

18 auto C = (unsigned int*)malloc(sizeof(unsigned int)*(N*N));

19 auto D = (unsigned int*)malloc(sizeof(unsigned int)*(N*N));

20

21 srand(N);

22 for(int i(0); i < N; ++i) {

23 for(int j(0); j < N; j++) {

24 A[i*N + j] = rand() % N;

25 B[i*N + j] = rand() % N;

26 C[i*N + j] = 0;

27 D[i*N + j] = 0;

28 }

29 }

30

31 for(int i(0); i < N; ++i)

32 for(int j(0); j < N; ++j) {

33 for(int k(0); k < N; ++k)

34 D[i*N + j] += A[i*N + k] * B[k*N + j];

35 }

36

37 const int S = 16;

38
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39 std::chrono::time_point

40 <std::chrono::high_resolution_clock> start, end;

41 std::chrono::nanoseconds runtime[ITERATIONS];

42

43 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

44 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

45

46 #if defined(NAIVE)

47 #if defined (COLLAPSE)

48 #pragma omp parallel for collapse(2)

49 #else

50 #pragma omp parallel for

51 #endif

52 for(int i = 0; i < N; ++i)

53 for(int j = 0; j < N; ++j)

54 for(int k = 0; k < N; ++k)

55 C[i*N + j] += A[i*N + k] * B[k*N + j];

56 #else

57 #if defined (COLLAPSE)

58 #pragma omp parallel for collapse(3)

59 #else

60 #pragma omp parallel for

61 #endif

62 for(int ii = 0; ii < N; ii += S)

63 for(int jj = 0; jj < N; jj += S)

64 for(int kk = 0; kk < N; kk += S)

65 for(int i = ii; i < ii+S; ++i)

66 for(int j = jj; j < jj+S; ++j) {

67 for(int k = kk; k < kk+S; ++k)

68 C[i*N + j] += A[i*N + k] *

69 B[k*N + j];

70 }

71 #endif

72 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

73 runtime[iter] = std::chrono::duration_cast

74 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

75

76 if (iter == 0)

77 for(int i(0); i < N; ++i)

78 for(int j(0); j < N; j++)

79 if (C[i*N + j] != D[i*N + j]) {

80 printf("Error: Wrong answer! %d != %d\n",

81 C[i*N+j], D[i*N+j]);

82 return -1;

83 }
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84 }

85

86 auto total_time = std::accumulate(runtime, runtime+ITERATIONS,

87 std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

88 auto average = total_time / ITERATIONS;

89 auto std_dev = deviation(runtime, average, ITERATIONS);

90

91 printf("%d \t %f \t %f\n", N, NS2MS(average.count()),

92 NS2MS(std_dev));

93

94 free(A);

95 free(B);

96 free(C);

97 free(D);

98 }

99 return 0;

100 }

Listing 29: DeMMM Benchmark application in OpenMP

1 -module(matrix).

2 -export([start/1, scaling/1, combine/3, worker/5]).

3

4 combine(Matrix, 0, Callback) ->

5 Callback ! Matrix;

6

7 combine(Matrix, ToGo, Callback) ->

8 receive

9 {Index, Value} ->

10 Modified = array:set(Index, Value, Matrix),

11 combine(Modified, ToGo-1, Callback)

12 end.

13

14 calc(Row, Col, Iter, Size, A, B) ->

15 Value = array:get(Row*Size + Iter, A) *

16 array:get(Iter*Size + Col, B),

17 Value.

18

19 dot(Row, Col, Sum, 0, Size, A, B) ->

20 Value = calc(Row, Col, 0, Size, A, B),

21 Sum + Value;

22

23 dot(Row, Col, Sum, Iteration, Size, A, B) ->

24 Value = calc(Row, Col, Iteration, Size, A, B),

25 dot(Row, Col, Sum+Value, Iteration-1, Size, A, B).

26
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27 do_work(Row, 0, Size, A, B, Combiner) ->

28 Value = dot(Row, 0, 0, Size-1, Size, A, B),

29 Combiner ! { Row*Size, Value };

30

31 do_work(Row, Col, Size, A, B, Combiner) ->

32 Value = dot(Row, Col, 0, Size-1, Size, A, B),

33 Combiner ! { Row*Size + Col, Value },

34 do_work(Row, Col-1, Size, A, B, Combiner).

35

36 worker(Row, Size, A, B, Combiner) ->

37 do_work(Row, Size-1, Size, A, B, Combiner).

38

39 do_spawn_workers(0, Size, A, B, Combiner) ->

40 spawn(?MODULE, worker, [0, Size, A, B, Combiner]);

41

42 do_spawn_workers(Row, Size, A, B, Combiner) ->

43 spawn(?MODULE, worker, [Row, Size, A, B, Combiner]),

44 do_spawn_workers(Row-1, Size, A, B, Combiner).

45

46 spawn_workers(Size, A, B, Combiner) ->

47 do_spawn_workers(Size-1, Size, A, B, Combiner).

48

49 array_random(Index, Matrix) ->

50 array:set(Index, random:uniform(512), Matrix).

51

52 array_init(0, Matrix) ->

53 Modified = array_random(0, Matrix),

54 Modified;

55

56 array_init(Index, Matrix) ->

57 Modified = array_random(Index, Matrix),

58 array_init(Index-1, Modified).

59

60 array_init(Size) ->

61 Matrix = array:new(Size*Size, [{fixed,true}, {default,0}]),

62 array_init(Size*Size-1, Matrix).

63

64 sequential(0, 0, N, A, B, Matrix) ->

65 Value = dot(0, 0, 0, N-1, N, A, B),

66 Index = 0,

67 Modified = array:set(Index, Value, Matrix),

68 Modified;

69

70 sequential(I, 0, N, A, B, Matrix) ->

71 Value = dot(I, 0, 0, N-1, N, A, B),
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72 Index = I * N,

73 Modified = array:set(Index, Value, Matrix),

74 sequential(I-1, N-1, N, A, B, Modified);

75

76 sequential(I, J, N, A, B, Matrix) ->

77 Value = dot(I, J, 0, N-1, N, A, B),

78 Index = I * N + J,

79 Modified = array:set(Index, Value, Matrix),

80 sequential(I, J-1, N, A, B, Modified).

81

82 sequential(Size, A, B, C) ->

83 sequential(Size-1, Size-1, Size, A, B, C).

84

85 test(Size) ->

86 N = list_to_integer(atom_to_list(Size)),

87 A = array_init(N),

88 B = array_init(N),

89 C = array:new(N*N, [{fixed,true}, {default,0}]),

90

91 SeqStart = erlang:now(),

92 D = sequential(N, A, B, C),

93 SeqTime = timer:now_diff(erlang:now(), SeqStart),

94

95 Start = erlang:now(),

96 Combiner = spawn(?MODULE, combine, [C, N*N, self()]),

97 spawn_workers(N, A, B, Combiner),

98 ParTime = receive

99 Result ->

100 timer:now_diff(erlang:now(), Start)

101 end,

102 {SeqTime, ParTime}.

103

104 dotimes(0, _F) ->

105 [];

106

107 dotimes(N, F) ->

108 [F()] ++ dotimes(N-1, F).

109

110 start(Sizes) ->

111 Iterations = 10,

112 Data = lists:map(fun(Size) ->

113 Times = dotimes(10, fun() -> test(Size) end),

114 {SeqAvg, ParAvg} = lists:foldl(fun({S, P}, {ST, PT}) ->

115 {ST + S/Iterations, PT + P/Iterations}

116 end,
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117 {0, 0},

118 Times),

119 io:fwrite("~w \t ~w~n",

120 [list_to_integer(atom_to_list(Size)), ParAvg/1000])

121 end, Sizes).

122

123 scaling(Cores) ->

124 Iterations = 10,

125 Times = dotimes(Iterations, fun() -> test(’512’) end),

126 {SeqAvg, ParAvg} = lists:foldl(fun({S, P}, {ST, PT}) ->

127 {ST + S/Iterations, PT + P/Iterations}

128 end,

129 {0, 0},

130 Times),

131 io:fwrite("~w \t ~w \t ~w~n",

132 [list_to_integer(apply(erlang, atom_to_list, Cores)),

133 ParAvg/1000, SeqAvg/ParAvg]).

Listing 30: DeMMM Benchmark application in Erlang

A.2 Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication

1 #include <mpi.h>

2 #include <stdio.h>

3 #include <cstdlib>

4 #include <chrono>

5 #include <algorithm>

6 #include <cstring>

7 #include "../../../help/mem.h"

8 #include "../../../help/time.h"

9

10 #define ITERATIONS 10

11 #define NS2MS(X) (X / 1000000.0)

12

13 void parseArray(std::string input, float** Matrix, unsigned int* Dim,

14 unsigned int* nnz, unsigned int** col_ids, int** row_ptrs) {

15

16 FILE * pFile;

17 auto inFile = "../../matrixes/" + input + ".mtx";

18 pFile = fopen (inFile.c_str(),"r");

19

20 unsigned int Rows, Cols, NNZ;

21 fscanf (pFile, "%u %u %u", &Rows, &Cols, &NNZ);

22
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23 float* A = (float*)malloc(sizeof(float)*(NNZ));

24 unsigned int* ids = (unsigned int*)

25 malloc(sizeof(unsigned int)*(NNZ));

26 int* ptrs = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int)*(Rows+1));

27

28 if (!A || !ids || !ptrs) {

29 printf("OOM!\n");

30 exit(-1);

31 }

32

33 *Matrix = A;

34 *Dim = Rows;

35 *col_ids = ids;

36 *row_ptrs = ptrs;

37 *nnz = NNZ;

38

39 unsigned int PY(0), Y_cntr(0);

40 for(size_t i(0); i < NNZ; ++i) {

41 unsigned int X, Y;

42 float Value;

43 fscanf(pFile, "%u %u %f", &X, &Y, &Value);

44 X -= 1;

45 Y -= 1;

46 A[i] = Value;

47 ids[i] = X;

48 if (Y > PY) {

49 PY = Y;

50 ptrs[Y_cntr++] = i;

51 }

52 }

53 ptrs[Rows] = NNZ + 1;

54 fclose (pFile);

55 }

56

57 int main(int argc, char** argv) {

58 std::vector<std::string> problem_inputs =

59 {"lhr71c", "crankseg_1", "atmosmodj", "nd24k"};

60

61 int rank, world_size;

62 MPI_Init (&argc, &argv);

63 MPI_Comm_rank (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &rank);

64 MPI_Comm_size (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &world_size);

65

66 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

67 auto Set = "nd24k";
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68 auto P = world_size;

69 {

70 #else

71 for(auto Set : problem_inputs) {

72 #endif

73 float* B;

74 float* C;

75 float* D;

76 float* sparse;

77 unsigned int* col_ids;

78 int* row_ptrs;

79 unsigned int nnz = 0;

80 unsigned int N;

81

82

83 std::chrono::time_point

84 <std::chrono::high_resolution_clock> start, end;

85 std::chrono::nanoseconds runtime[ITERATIONS];

86 std::chrono::nanoseconds sequential_average;

87

88 if (rank == 0) {

89 parseArray(Set, &sparse, &N, &nnz, &col_ids, &row_ptrs);

90

91 B = (float*)malloc(sizeof(float)*(N));

92 D = (float*)malloc(sizeof(float)*(N));

93

94 for(size_t i(0); i < N; ++i) {

95 B[i] = 1;

96 }

97

98 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

99 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

100 #endif

101 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

102

103 for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) {

104 D[i] = 0;

105 for (int k = row_ptrs[i]; k < row_ptrs[i+1];

106 k++) {

107 int j = col_ids[k];

108 D[i] += sparse[k] * B[j];

109 }

110 }

111 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

112 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)
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113 runtime[iter] = std::chrono::duration_cast

114 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

115 }

116 #endif

117

118 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

119 auto sequential_time = std::accumulate(runtime,

120 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

121 sequential_average = sequential_time / ITERATIONS;

122 #else

123 auto sequential_time = std::chrono::duration_cast

124 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

125 sequential_average = sequential_time;

126 #endif

127 }

128

129 MPI_Bcast(&N, 1, MPI_UNSIGNED, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

130 auto trueN = N;

131 auto divisible = (int) ((N / world_size + 1) * world_size);

132 if (N != divisible) {

133 N = divisible;

134 }

135

136 if (N % world_size != 0) {

137 printf("Matrix size not divisible by number of "

138 " processors %d / %d\n", N, world_size);

139 MPI_Finalize();

140 exit(-1);

141 }

142

143 C = (float*)malloc(sizeof(float)*(N));

144 const int PTRS_CHUNK = N / world_size;

145 MPI_Bcast(&nnz, 1, MPI_UNSIGNED, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

146

147 if (rank != 0) {

148 B = (float*)malloc(sizeof(float)*(N));

149 sparse = (float*) malloc(sizeof(float) * nnz);

150 col_ids = (unsigned int*) malloc(sizeof(unsigned int)

151 * nnz);

152 row_ptrs = (int*) malloc(sizeof(int) *

153 (trueN+1));

154 }

155

156 MPI_Bcast(sparse, nnz, MPI_UNSIGNED, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

157 MPI_Bcast(col_ids, nnz, MPI_UNSIGNED, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
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158 MPI_Bcast(row_ptrs, trueN+1, MPI_UNSIGNED, 0,

159 MPI_COMM_WORLD);

160 MPI_Bcast(B, trueN, MPI_UNSIGNED, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

161

162 unsigned int first = rank * PTRS_CHUNK;

163 unsigned int last = (rank+1) * PTRS_CHUNK;

164 last = last > trueN ? trueN : last;

165

166 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

167 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

168

169 for (int i = first; i < last; i++) {

170 C[i - first] = 0;

171 for (int k = row_ptrs[i]; k < row_ptrs[i+1]; k++) {

172 int j = col_ids[k];

173 C[i - first] += sparse[k] * B[j];

174 }

175 }

176

177 MPI_Gather((rank ? C : MPI_IN_PLACE), PTRS_CHUNK,

178 MPI_UNSIGNED, C, PTRS_CHUNK, MPI_UNSIGNED,

179 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

180

181 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

182 runtime[iter] = std::chrono::duration_cast

183 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

184

185 if (rank == 0 && iter == 0) {

186 for(int i(0); i < trueN; i++) {

187 if (std::fabs(C[i] - D[i]) > 0.000001) {

188 printf("ERROR! index %d is wrong: "

189 "%f != %f\n", i, C[i], D[i]);

190 return -1;

191 }

192 }

193 }

194 }

195

196

197 if (rank == 0){

198 auto parallel_time = std::accumulate(runtime,

199 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

200 auto parallel_average = parallel_time / ITERATIONS;

201

202 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)
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203 auto ratio = sequential_average.count() /

204 double(parallel_average.count());

205 printf("%d \t %f \t %f\n", P,

206 NS2MS(parallel_average.count()), ratio);

207 #else

208 auto std_dev = deviation(runtime, parallel_average,

209 ITERATIONS);

210 printf("%s \t %f \t %f\n", Set.c_str(),

211 NS2MS(parallel_average.count()), NS2MS(std_dev));

212 #endif

213 free(D);

214 }

215

216 free(B);

217 free(C);

218 free(sparse);

219 free(col_ids);

220 free(row_ptrs);

221

222 MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

223 }

224 return 0;

225 MPI_Finalize();

226 }

Listing 31: SPMV Benchmark application in MPI

1 #include <omp.h>

2 #include <stdio.h>

3 #include <cstdlib>

4 #include <chrono>

5 #include <algorithm>

6 #include <cstring>

7 #include "../../../help/mem.h"

8 #include "../../../help/time.h"

9

10 #define ITERATIONS 10

11 #define NS2MS(X) (X / 1000000.0)

12

13 void parseArray(std::string input, float** Matrix, unsigned int* Dim,

14 unsigned int* nnz, unsigned int** col_ids, int** row_ptrs) {

15

16 FILE * pFile;

17 auto inFile = "../../matrixes/" + input + ".mtx";

18

19 pFile = fopen(inFile.c_str(),"r");
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20

21 unsigned int Rows, Cols, NNZ;

22 fscanf (pFile, "%u %u %u", &Rows, &Cols, &NNZ);

23

24 float* A = (float*)malloc(sizeof(float)*(NNZ));

25 unsigned int* ids =

26 (unsigned int*)malloc(sizeof(unsigned int)*(NNZ));

27 int* ptrs = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int)*(Rows+1));

28

29 if (!A || !ids || !ptrs) {

30 printf("OOM!\n");

31 exit(-1);

32 }

33

34 *Matrix = A;

35 *Dim = Rows;

36 *col_ids = ids;

37 *row_ptrs = ptrs;

38 *nnz = NNZ;

39

40 unsigned int PY(0), Y_cntr(0);

41 for(size_t i(0); i < NNZ; ++i) {

42 unsigned int X, Y;

43 float Value;

44 fscanf(pFile, "%u %u %f", &X, &Y, &Value);

45 X -= 1;

46 Y -= 1;

47 A[i] = Value;

48 ids[i] = X;

49 if (Y > PY) {

50 PY = Y;

51 ptrs[Y_cntr++] = i;

52 }

53 }

54 ptrs[Rows] = NNZ + 1;

55

56 fclose (pFile);

57 }

58

59

60 int main() {

61 std::vector<std::string> problem_inputs =

62 {"lhr71c", "crankseg_1", "atmosmodj", "nd24k"};

63 std::vector<int> cores = {1, 2, 3, 4};

64
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65 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

66 auto Set = "nd24k";

67 for(auto P : cores) {

68 omp_set_num_threads(P);

69 #else

70 for(auto Set : problem_inputs) {

71 #endif

72 unsigned int nnz = 0;

73 unsigned int N = 0;

74 float* sparse;

75 unsigned int* col_ids;

76 int* row_ptrs;

77 parseArray(Set, &sparse, &N, &nnz, &col_ids, &row_ptrs);

78

79 float* B = (float*)malloc(sizeof(float)*(N));

80 float* C = (float*)malloc(sizeof(float)*(N));

81 float* D = (float*)malloc(sizeof(float)*(N));

82

83 memset(B, 0, sizeof(float)*N);

84 memset(C, 0, sizeof(float)*N);

85 memset(D, 0, sizeof(float)*N);

86

87 std::chrono::time_point<std::chrono::high_resolution_clock>

88 start, end;

89 std::chrono::nanoseconds runtime[ITERATIONS];

90

91 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

92 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

93 #endif

94 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

95

96 for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) {

97 D[i] = 0;

98

99 for (int k = row_ptrs[i]; k < row_ptrs[i+1]; k++) {

100 int j = col_ids[k];

101 D[i] += sparse[k] * B[j];

102 }

103 }

104 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

105

106 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

107 runtime[iter] =

108 std::chrono::duration_cast<std::chrono::nanoseconds>

109 (end-start);
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110 }

111 #endif

112

113 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

114 auto sequential_time = std::accumulate(runtime,

115 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

116 auto sequential_average = sequential_time / ITERATIONS;

117 #else

118 auto sequential_time =

119 std::chrono::duration_cast<std::chrono::nanoseconds>

120 (end-start);

121 auto sequential_average = sequential_time;

122 #endif

123

124 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

125 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

126

127 #pragma omp parallel for

128 for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) {

129 C[i] = 0;

130

131 for (int k = row_ptrs[i]; k < row_ptrs[i+1]; k++) {

132 int j = col_ids[k];

133 C[i] += sparse[k] * B[j];

134

135 }

136 }

137

138 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

139 runtime[iter] =

140 std::chrono::duration_cast<std::chrono::nanoseconds>

141 (end-start);

142

143 if (iter == 0) {

144 for(int i(0); i < N; i++) {

145 if (C[i] != D[i]) {

146 printf("ERROR");

147 exit(-1);

148 }

149 }

150 }

151 }

152 auto parallel_time = std::accumulate(runtime,

153 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

154 auto parallel_average = parallel_time / ITERATIONS;
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155

156 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

157 auto ratio = sequential_average.count() /

158 double(parallel_average.count());

159 printf("%d \t %f \t %f\n", P,

160 NS2MS(parallel_average.count()), ratio);

161 #else

162 auto std_dev = deviation(runtime, parallel_average, ITERATIONS);

163 printf("%s \t %f \t %f\n", Set.c_str(),

164 NS2MS(parallel_average.count()), NS2MS(std_dev));

165 #endif

166 free(B);

167 free(C);

168 free(D);

169 free(sparse);

170 free(col_ids);

171 free(row_ptrs);

172 }

173 return 0;

174 }

Listing 32: SPMV Benchmark application in OpenMP

A.3 Fast Fourier Transform

1 #include <stdio.h>

2 #include <complex>

3 #include <valarray>

4 #include <complex.h>

5 #include <math.h>

6 #include <cstdlib>

7 #include <chrono>

8 #include <algorithm>

9 #include <mpi.h>

10 #include "../../../help/mem.h"

11 #include "../../../help/time.h"

12 #include <iostream>

13

14 #include <unistd.h>

15 #define ITERATIONS 10

16 const double PI = 3.141592653589793238460;

17

18 #define NS2MS(X) (X / 1000000.0)

19

20 typedef std::complex<double> Complex;
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21 typedef std::valarray<Complex> CArray;

22

23 void seq_fft(CArray& x)

24 {

25 const size_t N = x.size();

26 if (N <= 1) return;

27

28 CArray even = x[std::slice(0, N/2, 2)];

29 CArray odd = x[std::slice(1, N/2, 2)];

30

31 seq_fft(even);

32 seq_fft(odd);

33

34 for (size_t k = 0; k < N/2; ++k) {

35 Complex t = std::polar(1.0, -2 * PI * k / N) * odd[k];

36 x[k ] = even[k] + t;

37 x[k+N/2] = even[k] - t;

38 }

39 }

40

41 void fft(Complex*, const unsigned int, const unsigned int);

42

43 void slave(const unsigned int total_size, const unsigned int level) {

44

45 int rank, world_size;

46 MPI_Comm_rank (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &rank);

47 MPI_Comm_size (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &world_size);

48

49 const unsigned int parent = rank - (world_size / (1 << (level-1)));

50 const unsigned int N = total_size / (1 << (level-1));

51 Complex* data = (Complex*)malloc(sizeof(Complex) * N);

52

53 MPI_Recv((void*)data, N, MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX, parent, 0,

54 MPI_COMM_WORLD, MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);

55

56 fft(data, N, level);

57

58 MPI_Send((void*)data, N, MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX, parent, 0,

59 MPI_COMM_WORLD);

60

61 free(data);

62 }

63

64 void fft(Complex* data, const unsigned int size,

65 const unsigned int level) {
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66

67 if (size <= 1) return;

68

69 int rank, world_size;

70 MPI_Comm_rank (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &rank);

71 MPI_Comm_size (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &world_size);

72

73 int right_wing = rank + world_size / (1 << level);

74

75 Complex* even = (Complex*)malloc(sizeof(Complex) * size/2);

76 Complex* odd = (Complex*)malloc(sizeof(Complex) * size/2);

77

78 for(unsigned int i = 0; i < size/2; ++i) {

79 even[i] = data[2*i];

80 odd[i] = data[2*i + 1];

81 }

82

83 if (rank != right_wing) {

84 std::chrono::time_point

85 <std::chrono::high_resolution_clock> start, end;

86

87 if (rank == 0) {

88 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

89 }

90

91 #if !defined(BLOCKING)

92 MPI_Request req;

93 MPI_Isend((void*)even, size/2, MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX,

94 right_wing, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &req);

95 MPI_Request_free(&req);

96 #else

97 MPI_Send((void*)even, size/2, MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX,

98 right_wing, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

99 #endif

100 if (rank == 0) {

101 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

102 auto comm_time = std::chrono::duration_cast

103 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

104 }

105 } else {

106 fft(even, size/2, level+1);

107 }

108

109 fft(odd, size/2, level + 1);

110
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111 if (rank != right_wing) {

112 MPI_Recv((void*)even, size/2, MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX, right_wing,

113 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD, MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);

114 }

115

116 for (size_t k = 0; k < size/2; ++k) {

117 Complex t = std::polar(1.0, -2 * PI * k / size) * odd[k];

118

119 data[k] = even[k] + t;

120 data[k+size/2] = even[k] - t;

121 }

122

123 free(even);

124 free(odd);

125 }

126

127 int main(int argc, char** argv) {

128

129 std::vector<int> problem_sizes = {32, 64, 128, 256, 512};

130

131 int rank, world_size;

132 MPI_Init (&argc, &argv);

133 MPI_Comm_rank (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &rank);

134 MPI_Comm_size (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &world_size);

135

136 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

137 #define N (1024*512)

138 #else

139 for(auto P : problem_sizes) {

140 auto N = 1024*P;

141 #endif

142

143 Complex* data;

144 std::chrono::time_point

145 <std::chrono::high_resolution_clock> start, end;

146 std::chrono::nanoseconds runtime[ITERATIONS];

147

148 if (rank == 0) {

149 data = (Complex*)malloc(sizeof(Complex) * N);

150 srand(N);

151 for(int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {

152 data[i] = rand() % 2;

153 }

154 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

155 CArray seq_data(data, N);
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156

157 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

158

159 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

160 seq_fft(seq_data);

161 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

162

163 runtime[iter] = std::chrono::duration_cast

164 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

165 }

166 #endif

167 }

168

169 auto sequential_time = std::accumulate(runtime,

170 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

171 auto sequential_average = sequential_time / ITERATIONS;

172

173 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

174 if (rank == 0) {

175

176 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

177 fft(data, N, 1);

178 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

179

180 runtime[iter] = std::chrono::duration_cast

181 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

182 } else {

183 int my_level;

184 for (my_level = 1;

185 rank % (world_size / (1 << my_level)) != 0;

186 my_level++);

187 slave(N, my_level + 1);

188 }

189 }

190

191

192 if (rank == 0) {

193 free(data);

194

195 auto parallel_time = std::accumulate(runtime,

196 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

197 auto parallel_average = parallel_time / ITERATIONS;

198

199 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

200 printf("%d \t %f \t %f\n", world_size,
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201 NS2MS(parallel_average.count()),

202 double(sequential_average.count()) /

203 double(parallel_average.count()));

204 #else

205 auto std_dev = deviation(runtime, parallel_average,

206 ITERATIONS);

207 printf("%d \t %f \t %f\n", N,

208 NS2MS(parallel_average.count()), NS2MS(std_dev));

209 #endif

210 }

211

212 #if !defined(SCALING_TEST)

213 }

214 #endif

215 MPI_Finalize();

216 return 0;

217 }

Listing 33: FFT Benchmark application in MPI

1 #include <complex>

2 #include <iostream>

3 #include <valarray>

4 #include <omp.h>

5 #include <chrono>

6 #include <algorithm>

7 #include "../../../help/time.h"

8

9 const double PI = 3.141592653589793238460;

10

11 #define ITERATIONS 10

12 #define NS2MS(X) (X / 1000000.0)

13

14 typedef std::complex<double> Complex;

15 typedef std::valarray<Complex> CArray;

16

17

18 static size_t max_elems = 0;

19 void fft(CArray& x)

20 {

21 const size_t N = x.size();

22 if (N <= 1) return;

23

24 CArray even = x[std::slice(0, N/2, 2)];

25 CArray odd = x[std::slice(1, N/2, 2)];

26
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27 #pragma omp task untied shared(even) if(N > max_elems)

28 fft(even);

29 #pragma omp task untied shared(odd) if(N > max_elems)

30 fft(odd);

31 #pragma omp taskwait

32

33 for (size_t k = 0; k < N/2; ++k)

34 {

35 Complex t = std::polar(1.0, -2 * PI * k / N) * odd[k];

36 x[k ] = even[k] + t;

37 x[k+N/2] = even[k] - t;

38 }

39 }

40

41 int main() {

42 std::vector<int> problem_sizes = {32, 64, 128, 256, 512};

43

44 for(auto P : problem_sizes) {

45 auto N = 1024*P;

46 max_elems = N / 16;

47

48 std::chrono::time_point<std::chrono::high_resolution_clock>

49 start, end;

50 std::chrono::nanoseconds runtime[ITERATIONS];

51

52 Complex* raw = (Complex*)malloc(sizeof(Complex) * (N));

53

54 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

55

56 srand(N);

57 for(int i(0); i < N; ++i) {

58 raw[i] = rand() % 2;

59 }

60 CArray data(raw, N);

61 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

62

63 #pragma omp parallel

64 #pragma omp single

65 fft(data);

66

67 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

68 runtime[iter] = std::chrono::duration_cast

69 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

70 }

71
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72 auto total_time = std::accumulate(runtime, runtime+ITERATIONS,

73 std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

74 auto average = total_time / ITERATIONS;

75 auto std_dev = deviation(runtime, average, ITERATIONS);

76

77 printf("%d \t %f \t %f\n", N, NS2MS(average.count()),

78 NS2MS(std_dev));

79

80 free(raw);

81 }

82 return 0;

83 }

Listing 34: FFT Benchmark application in OpenMP

A.4 Breadth First Search

1 #include <mpi.h>

2 #include <stdio.h>

3 #include <iostream>

4 #include <list>

5 #include <set>

6 #include <cstdlib>

7 #include <chrono>

8 #include <queue>

9 #include <vector>

10 #include <algorithm>

11 #include <cstring>

12

13 #include "../../../help/time.h"

14

15 #define ITERATIONS 20

16 #define NS2MS(X) (X / 1000000.0)

17

18 std::vector<std::vector<int>> parseAdjencenyLists(std::string input) {

19

20 FILE * pFile;

21 auto inFile = "../../matrixes/graphs/" + input + ".mtx";

22 pFile = fopen (inFile.c_str(),"r");

23

24 unsigned int Rows, Cols, NNZ;

25 fscanf (pFile, "%u %u %u", &Rows, &Cols, &NNZ);

26

27 std::vector<std::vector<int>> result(Rows);

28
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29 unsigned int currY(0);

30 for(size_t i(0); i < NNZ; ++i) {

31 unsigned int X, Y;

32 fscanf(pFile, "%u %u", &X, &Y);

33 Y -= 1;

34 X -= 1;

35 result[Y].push_back(X);

36 result[X].push_back(Y);

37 if (Y > currY) {

38 result[currY].resize(result[currY].size());

39 currY = Y;

40 }

41 }

42 fclose (pFile);

43 return result;

44 }

45

46 static int rank(0), world_size(0);

47 static int INCOMMING_VERTEX = 0;

48

49 typedef struct solver_s {

50 std::vector<std::vector<int>> G;

51 size_t problem_size;

52 } solver;

53

54 std::vector<int> seq_bfs_int(const std::vector<std::vector<int>>& G,

55 int origin) {

56

57 std::vector<int> distance(G.size(), -1);

58 distance[origin] = 0;

59

60 std::deque<int> frontier;

61 frontier.push_back(origin);

62

63 while(! frontier.empty()) {

64 int me = frontier.front();

65 frontier.pop_front();

66

67 const std::vector<int>& connected = G[me];

68 for(int other : connected) {

69 bool seen = distance[other] >= 0;

70 if (!seen) {

71 frontier.push_back(other);

72 distance[other] = distance[me] + 1;

73 }
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74 }

75 }

76 return distance;

77 }

78

79 int get_owner(int node, size_t node_count) {

80 return node % world_size;

81 }

82

83 std::vector<int> bfs(const solver& me, int source) {

84

85 std::list<int> CQ, NQ;

86 std::vector<int> distance(me.G.size(), -1);

87 std::vector<bool> requested(me.G.size(), false);

88

89 if (rank == get_owner(source, me.problem_size)) {

90 CQ.push_back(source);

91 }

92 std::vector<std::vector<int>> outbuff(world_size);

93

94 size_t iteration = -1;

95 while (true) {

96 iteration++;

97 while( !CQ.empty() ) {

98 int node = CQ.front();

99 CQ.pop_front();

100

101 if (distance[node] < 0) {

102 distance[node] = iteration;

103

104 const std::vector<int>& connected = me.G[node];

105 for(int other : connected) {

106 int owner = get_owner(other, me.problem_size);

107 if (rank == owner) {

108 NQ.push_back(other);

109 } else if (!requested[other]) {

110 outbuff[owner].push_back(other);

111 requested[other] = true;

112 }

113 }

114 }

115 }

116

117 for(int p = 0; p < world_size; p++) {

118 if (rank == p) continue;
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119 MPI_Request req;

120 MPI_Isend(outbuff[p].data(), outbuff[p].size(),

121 MPI_INT, p, INCOMMING_VERTEX, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &req);

122 MPI_Wait(&req, MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);

123 outbuff[p].clear();

124 }

125

126 for(int p = 0; p < world_size; p++) {

127 if (rank == p) continue;

128 int err(0);

129 int recv_flag(0);

130

131 MPI_Status status;

132 err = MPI_Probe(p, INCOMMING_VERTEX, MPI_COMM_WORLD,

133 &status);

134

135 if (err != MPI_SUCCESS) {

136 printf("OMFG! ERROR PROBE!\n");

137 }

138

139

140 int recv_count(0);

141 MPI_Get_count(&status, MPI_INT, &recv_count);

142

143 std::vector<int> inbuff(recv_count);

144 MPI_Recv(inbuff.data(), recv_count, MPI_INT, p,

145 INCOMMING_VERTEX, MPI_COMM_WORLD, MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);

146

147 for(int i = 0; i < recv_count; i++) {

148 NQ.push_back(inbuff[i]);

149 }

150 }

151

152 int frontier_count = NQ.size();

153 int sum(0);

154 MPI_Allreduce(&frontier_count, &sum, 1, MPI_INT, MPI_SUM,

155 MPI_COMM_WORLD);

156

157 if (sum == 0) break;

158 CQ.splice(CQ.end(), NQ);

159 }

160

161 std::vector<int> countzet(distance.size(), -1);

162 MPI_Reduce(distance.data(), countzet.data(), distance.size(),

163 MPI_INT, MPI_MAX, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
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164 return countzet;

165 }

166

167 int main(int argc, char** argv) {

168 std::vector<std::string> problem_inputs = {"delaunay_n12",

169 "delaunay_n14", "rgg_n_2_15_s0", "wing_nodal", "rgg_n_2_16_s0",

170 "luxembourg_osm"};

171

172 MPI_Init (&argc, &argv);

173 MPI_Comm_rank (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &rank);

174 MPI_Comm_size (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &world_size);

175

176

177 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

178 {

179 auto infile = "luxembourg_osm";

180 #else

181 for(auto infile : problem_inputs) {

182 #endif

183 std::vector<int> n_seq, n_par;

184 auto G = parseAdjencenyLists(infile);

185 size_t N = G.size();

186 solver me = {G, N};

187

188 std::chrono::time_point

189 <std::chrono::high_resolution_clock> start, end;

190 std::chrono::nanoseconds runtime[ITERATIONS];

191

192 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

193 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

194 #endif

195 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

196 n_seq = seq_bfs_int(G, 0);

197 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

198 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

199 runtime[iter] = std::chrono::duration_cast

200 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

201 }

202 auto seq_time = std::accumulate(runtime,

203 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

204 auto seq_average = seq_time / ITERATIONS;

205 #else

206 auto seq_average = std::chrono::duration_cast

207 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

208 #endif
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209

210 for (int iter = 0; iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

211 MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

212 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

213 n_par = bfs(me, 0);

214 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

215 runtime[iter] = std::chrono::duration_cast

216 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

217

218 if(rank == 0 && iter == 0) {

219 for(size_t i(0); i < n_par.size(); ++i) {

220 if (n_seq[i] != n_par[i]) {

221 printf("Error index %d, %d != %d\n",

222 i, n_seq[i], n_par[i]);

223 exit(-1);

224 }

225 }

226 }

227

228 }

229

230 auto parallel_time = std::accumulate(runtime,

231 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

232 auto parallel_average = parallel_time / ITERATIONS;

233

234 auto std_dev = deviation(runtime, parallel_average, ITERATIONS);

235

236 if (rank == 0) {

237 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

238 printf("%d \t %f \t %f\n", world_size,

239 NS2MS(parallel_average.count()),

240 double(seq_average.count()) /

241 double(parallel_average.count()));

242 #else

243 printf("%s \t %f \t %f\n", infile.c_str(),

244 NS2MS(parallel_average.count()), NS2MS(std_dev));

245 #endif

246

247 }

248 }

249 MPI_Finalize();

250 return 0;

251 }

Listing 35: BFS Benchmark application in MPI
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1 #include <iostream>

2 #include <valarray>

3 #include <omp.h>

4 #include <chrono>

5 #include <set>

6 #include <atomic>

7 #include <deque>

8 #include <algorithm>

9 #include <cstring>

10 #include "../../../help/time.h"

11

12 const double PI = 3.141592653589793238460;

13

14 #define ITERATIONS 20

15 #define NS2MS(X) (X / 1000000.0)

16

17

18 std::vector<std::vector<int>> parseAdjencenyLists(std::string input) {

19

20 FILE * pFile;

21 auto inFile = "../../matrixes/graphs/" + input + ".mtx";

22 pFile = fopen (inFile.c_str(),"r");

23

24 unsigned int Rows, Cols, NNZ;

25 fscanf (pFile, "%u %u %u", &Rows, &Cols, &NNZ);

26

27 std::vector<std::vector<int>> result(Rows);

28

29 unsigned int currY(0);

30 for(size_t i(0); i < NNZ; ++i) {

31 unsigned int X, Y;

32 fscanf(pFile, "%u %u", &X, &Y);

33

34 Y -= 1;

35 X -= 1;

36 result[Y].push_back(X);

37 result[X].push_back(Y);

38 if (Y > currY) {

39 result[currY].resize(result[currY].size());

40 currY = Y;

41 }

42 }

43 fclose (pFile);

44 return result;

45 }
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46

47 std::vector<int> seq_bfs_int(const std::vector<std::vector<int>>& G,

48 int origin) {

49 std::vector<int> distance(G.size(), -1);

50 distance[origin] = 0;

51

52 std::deque<int> frontier;

53 frontier.push_back(origin);

54

55 while(! frontier.empty()) {

56 int me = frontier.front();

57 frontier.pop_front();

58

59 const std::vector<int>& connected = G[me];

60 for(int other : connected) {

61 bool seen = distance[other] >= 0;

62 if (!seen) {

63 frontier.push_back(other);

64 distance[other] = distance[me] + 1;

65 }

66 }

67 }

68 return distance;

69 }

70

71 static std::chrono::nanoseconds totalWait = std::chrono::nanoseconds(0);

72

73 std::vector<int> bfs(const std::vector<std::vector<int>>& G,

74 int origin) {

75 std::vector<int> distance(G.size(), -1);

76 distance[origin] = 0;

77

78 std::deque<int> frontier;

79 frontier.push_back(origin);

80

81 std::vector<std::chrono::nanoseconds>

82 waitTimes(4, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

83

84 size_t iteration = 0;

85 #pragma omp parallel shared(G, frontier, distance), private(iteration)

86 {

87 size_t tid = omp_get_thread_num();

88 while(! frontier.empty()) {

89 int me = -1;

90 #ifdef TIME_CRITICAL_SECTION
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91 auto start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

92 #endif

93 #pragma omp critical

94 {

95 #ifdef TIME_CRITICAL_SECTION

96 auto stop = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

97 waitTimes[tid] += std::chrono::duration_cast

98 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(stop-start);

99 #endif

100 if(! frontier.empty()) {

101 me = frontier.front();

102 frontier.pop_front();

103 }

104 #pragma omp flush(frontier)

105 }

106

107 if(me >= 0) {

108 const std::vector<int>& connected = G[me];

109 for(int other : connected) {

110 #ifdef TIME_CRITICAL_SECTION

111 auto start2 = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

112 #endif

113 #pragma omp critical

114 {

115 #ifdef TIME_CRITICAL_SECTION

116 auto stop2 = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

117 waitTimes[tid] += std::chrono::duration_cast

118 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(stop2-start2);

119 #endif

120 if(distance[other] < 0 ||

121 distance[other] > distance[me] + 1) {

122 distance[other] = distance[me] + 1;

123 frontier.push_back(other);

124 }

125 #pragma omp flush(distance, frontier)

126 }

127 }

128 }

129 }

130 }

131

132 #ifdef TIME_CRITICAL_SECTION

133 for(auto& duration : waitTimes) {

134 totalWait += duration;

135 }
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136 #endif

137 return distance;

138 }

139

140 int main() {

141

142 std::vector<int> cores = {1, 2, 3, 4};

143 std::vector<std::string> problem_inputs = {"delaunay_n12",

144 "delaunay_n14", "rgg_n_2_15_s0", "wing_nodal", "rgg_n_2_16_s0",

145 "luxembourg_osm"};

146

147 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

148 for(auto P : cores) {

149 omp_set_num_threads(P);

150 auto infile = "luxembourg_osm";

151 #else

152 size_t P = 4;

153 for(auto infile : problem_inputs) {

154 #endif

155 auto G = parseAdjencenyLists(infile);

156 size_t N = G.size();

157 std::vector<int> n_seq, n_par;

158

159 std::chrono::time_point

160 <std::chrono::high_resolution_clock> start, end;

161 std::chrono::nanoseconds runtime[ITERATIONS];

162

163 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

164 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

165 #endif

166 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

167

168 n_seq = seq_bfs_int(G, 0);

169

170 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

171 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

172 runtime[iter] = std::chrono::duration_cast

173 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

174 }

175

176 auto seq_time = std::accumulate(runtime,

177 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

178 auto seq_average = seq_time / ITERATIONS;

179 #else

180 auto seq_time = runtime[0];
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181 auto seq_average = seq_time;

182 #endif

183 totalWait = std::chrono::nanoseconds(0);

184 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

185 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

186 n_par = bfs(G, 0);

187 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

188

189 runtime[iter] = std::chrono::duration_cast

190 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

191

192 if (iter == 0) {

193 for(size_t i(0); i < n_par.size(); ++i) {

194 if (n_seq[i] != n_par[i]) {

195 printf("Error index %d, %d != %d\n",

196 i, n_seq[i], n_par[i]);

197 exit(-1);

198 }

199 }

200 }

201 }

202 auto par_time = std::accumulate(runtime,

203 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

204 auto par_average = par_time / ITERATIONS;

205

206

207 #ifdef TIME_CRITICAL_SECTION

208 auto avg_wait = totalWait / double(ITERATIONS * P);

209 printf("Waittime: \t %f\n", NS2MS(avg_wait.count()));

210 #endif

211

212 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

213 auto ratio = seq_average.count() /

214 double(par_average.count());

215 printf("%d \t %f \t %f\n", P,

216 NS2MS(par_average.count()), ratio);

217 #else

218 auto std_dev = deviation(runtime, par_average, ITERATIONS);

219 printf("%s \t %f \t %f\n", infile.c_str(),

220 NS2MS(par_average.count()), NS2MS(std_dev));

221 #endif

222 }

223 return 0;

224 }
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Listing 36: BFS Benchmark application in OpenMP

1 -module(bfs).

2 -export([start/1, scaling/1, bfsWorker/2, syncProcess/3]).

3

4 read_rows(Fd, AL) ->

5 case io:fread(Fd, [], "~d ~d") of

6 eof ->

7 AL;

8 {ok, [_X, _Y]} ->

9 Y = _Y-1,

10 X = _X-1,

11 Xold = array:get(X, AL),

12 Xupdated = array:set(X, ordsets:add_element(Y, Xold), AL),

13 Yold = array:get(Y, AL),

14 XYupdated = array:set(Y,

15 ordsets:add_element(X, Yold), Xupdated),

16 read_rows(Fd, XYupdated);

17 {error, What} ->

18 io:format("io:fread error: ~w~n", [What])

19 end.

20

21 printIt(Matrix, 0) ->

22 io:format("0 ~w ~n", [array:get(0, Matrix)]);

23

24 printIt(Matrix, Row) ->

25 io:format("~w ~w ~n", [Row, array:get(Row, Matrix)]),

26 printIt(Matrix, Row-1).

27

28 build_adj_list(Infile) ->

29 Filename = apply(erlang, atom_to_list, [Infile]),

30 {ok, Fd} = file:open("../../matrixes/graphs/" ++ Filename ++

31 ".mtx", [read]),

32 {ok, [Cols, Rows, NNZ]} = io:fread(Fd, [], "~d~d~d"),

33 AL = array:new([{size,Rows},{fixed,true},

34 {default,ordsets:new()}]),

35 Full = read_rows(Fd, AL),

36 file:close(Fd),

37 {Full, Rows}.

38

39 updateDistances([], _Depth, Distances) ->

40 Distances;

41

42 updateDistances([Head|Rest], Depth, Distances) ->

43 UpdatedDistances = array:set(Head, Depth, Distances),

44 updateDistances(Rest, Depth, UpdatedDistances).
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45

46 seq_flood(_Matrix, _Visited, Distances, [], _Iteration) ->

47 Distances;

48

49 seq_flood(Matrix, Visited, Distances, Targets, Depth) ->

50 Next = lists:map(fun(I) ->

51 AL = array:get(I, Matrix),

52 AL

53 end, Targets),

54 NewVisited = ordsets:union(Visited, Targets),

55 Frontier = ordsets:from_list(lists:flatten(Next)),

56 NotSeen = ordsets:subtract(Frontier, NewVisited),

57 Distances2 = updateDistances(NotSeen, Depth, Distances),

58 seq_flood(Matrix, NewVisited, Distances2, NotSeen, Depth+1).

59

60 seq_bfs(Matrix, Start) ->

61 Visited = ordsets:from_list([]),

62 Size = array:size(Matrix),

63 Result = array:new([{size,Size},{fixed,true},{default,-1}]),

64 Result2 = array:set(Start, 0, Result),

65 Explored = seq_flood(Matrix, Visited, Result2, [Start], 1).

66

67 bfsWorker(AdjList, Master) ->

68 receive

69 {explore, Id} ->

70 Neighbors = array:get(Id, AdjList),

71 Master ! {found, Neighbors},

72 bfsWorker(AdjList, Master);

73 terminate ->

74 ok

75 end.

76

77 awaitAnswers(0, Queue) -> Queue;

78 awaitAnswers(Requests, Queue) ->

79 receive

80 {found, Items} ->

81 awaitAnswers(Requests-1, ordsets:union(Items, Queue))

82 end.

83

84 dispatchWork(Workers, RemWorkers, [], Counter) -> Counter;

85

86 dispatchWork(Workers, [], Queue, Cntr) ->

87 dispatchWork(Workers, Workers, Queue, Cntr);

88

89 dispatchWork(Workers, [NextWorker|RemWorkers], [Head|Tail], Counter) ->
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90 NextWorker ! {explore, Head},

91 dispatchWork(Workers, RemWorkers, Tail, Counter+1).

92

93 syncLoop(Workers, [], Visited, Distances, Depth) -> Distances;

94 syncLoop(Workers, Queue, Visited, Distances, Depth) ->

95 Requests = dispatchWork(Workers, [], Queue, 0),

96 NextQueue = awaitAnswers(Requests, []),

97

98 NewVisited = ordsets:union(Visited, Queue),

99 Frontier = ordsets:from_list(lists:flatten(NextQueue)),

100 NotSeen = ordsets:subtract(Frontier, NewVisited),

101 Distances2 = updateDistances(NotSeen, Depth, Distances),

102 syncLoop(Workers, NotSeen, NewVisited, Distances2, Depth+1).

103

104 syncProcess(0, Workers, AdjList) ->

105 receive

106 {search, Origin, ResponseAddr} ->

107 Size = array:size(AdjList),

108 Result = array:new([{size,Size},{fixed,true},{default,-1}]),

109 Result2 = array:set(Origin, 0, Result),

110 Distances = syncLoop(Workers,

111 ordsets:from_list([Origin]),

112 ordsets:from_list([]),

113 Result2,

114 1),

115 ResponseAddr ! {ok, Distances};

116 die ->

117 lists:map(fun(W) -> W ! terminate end, Workers)

118 end;

119

120 syncProcess(NumWorkers, Workers, AdjList) ->

121 W = spawn(?MODULE, bfsWorker, [AdjList, self()]),

122 syncProcess(NumWorkers-1, [W] ++ Workers, AdjList).

123

124 lstcompare([A], [B], _Cntr) ->

125 A == B;

126

127 lstcompare([A|AT], [B|BT], Cntr) ->

128 if

129 A /= B ->

130 io:format("Error at index ~w: ~w != ~w~n", [Cntr, A, B]);

131 true ->

132 lstcompare(AT, BT, Cntr+1)

133 end.

134
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135 test(Input) ->

136 {AL, N} = Input,

137 SeqStart = erlang:now(),

138 Seq_Distances = seq_bfs(AL, 0),

139 SeqTime = timer:now_diff(erlang:now(), SeqStart),

140 Syncer = spawn(?MODULE, syncProcess, [10, [], AL]),

141 ParStart = erlang:now(),

142 Syncer ! {search, 0, self()},

143 ParTime = receive

144 {ok, Par_Distances} ->

145 Time = timer:now_diff(erlang:now(), ParStart),

146 lstcompare(array:to_list(Seq_Distances),

147 array:to_list(Par_Distances), 0),

148 Time

149 end,

150 Syncer ! die,

151 {SeqTime, ParTime}.

152

153 dotimes(0, _F) ->

154 [];

155

156 dotimes(N, F) ->

157 [F()] ++ dotimes(N-1, F).

158

159 start(Sizes) ->

160 Iterations = 1,

161 Data = lists:map(fun(Size) ->

162 Input = build_adj_list(Size),

163 Times = dotimes(Iterations, fun() -> test(Input) end),

164 {SeqAvg, ParAvg} = lists:foldl(fun({S, P}, {ST, PT}) ->

165 {ST + S/Iterations,

166 PT + P/Iterations}

167 end,

168 {0, 0},

169 Times),

170 io:fwrite("~s \t ~w~n", [

171 erlang:atom_to_list(Size), ParAvg/1000])

172 end, Sizes).

173

174 scaling(Cores) ->

175 Iterations = 10,

176 Input = build_adj_list(’luxembourg_osm’),

177 Times = dotimes(Iterations, fun() -> test(Input) end),

178 {SeqAvg, ParAvg} = lists:foldl(fun({S, P}, {ST, PT}) ->

179 {ST + S/Iterations, PT + P/Iterations}
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180 end,

181 {0, 0},

182 Times),

183 io:fwrite("~w \t ~w \t ~w~n",

184 [list_to_integer(apply(erlang, atom_to_list, Cores)),

185 ParAvg/1000, SeqAvg/ParAvg]).

Listing 37: BFS Benchmark application in Erlang

A.5 Pi Approximation

1 #include <mpi.h>

2 #include <stdio.h>

3 #include <iostream>

4 #include <list>

5 #include <set>

6 #include <cstdlib>

7 #include <chrono>

8 #include <queue>

9 #include <iomanip>

10 #include <vector>

11 #include <algorithm>

12 #include <cstring>

13

14 #include "../../../help/time.h"

15

16 #define ITERATIONS 10

17 #define NS2MS(X) (X / 1000000.0)

18

19 static int rank(0), world_size(0);

20

21 double seq_pi(unsigned long N) {

22 double step = 1.0 / N;

23 double sum = 0.0;

24 for (unsigned long i = 0; i < N; i++) {

25 double x = (i + 0.5)*step;

26 sum += (4.0 / (1.0 + x*x));

27 }

28 return sum * step;

29 }

30

31 double pi(const unsigned long N) {

32 const double step = 1.0 / N;

33 double sum = 0.0;
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34 double end_sum = 0.0;

35

36 const long i_per = N / world_size;

37

38 for (unsigned long i = rank*i_per; i < (rank+1)*i_per; i++) {

39 double x = (i + 0.5)*step;

40 sum += (4.0 / (1.0 + x*x));

41 }

42

43 MPI_Reduce(&sum, &end_sum, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, MPI_SUM, 0,

44 MPI_COMM_WORLD);

45

46 return end_sum * step;

47 }

48

49 int main(int argc, char** argv) {

50 std::vector<int> problem_sizes = {1000000, 10000000, 100000000};

51

52 MPI_Init (&argc, &argv);

53 MPI_Comm_rank (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &rank);

54 MPI_Comm_size (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &world_size);

55 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

56 {

57 int N = 100000000;

58 #else

59 for(int N : problem_sizes) {

60 #endif

61 std::chrono::time_point

62 <std::chrono::high_resolution_clock> start, end;

63 std::chrono::nanoseconds runtime[ITERATIONS];

64

65 double aprox, seq_aprox;

66

67 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

68 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

69 #endif

70 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

71

72 seq_aprox = seq_pi(N);

73

74 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

75 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

76 runtime[iter] = std::chrono::duration_cast

77 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

78 }
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79 auto seq_time = std::accumulate(runtime,

80 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

81 auto seq_average = seq_time / ITERATIONS;

82 #else

83 auto seq_time = runtime[0];

84 auto seq_average = seq_time;

85 #endif

86

87 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

88 MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

89 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

90

91 aprox = pi(N);

92

93 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

94 runtime[iter] = std::chrono::duration_cast

95 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

96 }

97

98 auto par_time = std::accumulate(runtime,

99 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

100 auto par_average = par_time / ITERATIONS;

101

102 auto diff = std::fabs(aprox - seq_aprox);

103

104 if (rank == 0) {

105 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

106 auto ratio = seq_average.count() /

107 double(par_average.count());

108 printf("%d \t %f \t %f \t %e\n", world_size,

109 NS2MS(par_average.count()), ratio, diff);

110 #else

111 auto std_dev = deviation(runtime, par_average,

112 ITERATIONS);

113 printf("%0.0e \t %f \t %f \t %e\n", N+0.0,

114 NS2MS(par_average.count()), NS2MS(std_dev), diff);

115 #endif

116 }

117 }

118 MPI_Finalize();

119 return 0;

120 }

Listing 38: PiA Benchmark application in MPI

1 #include <iostream>
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2 #include <valarray>

3 #include <omp.h>

4 #include <chrono>

5 #include <set>

6 #include <atomic>

7 #include <deque>

8 #include <iomanip>

9 #include <algorithm>

10 #include <cstring>

11 #include "../../../help/time.h"

12

13 const double PI = 3.141592653589793238460;

14

15 #define ITERATIONS 10

16 #define NS2MS(X) (X / 1000000.0)

17

18 double seq_pi(unsigned long N) {

19 double step = 1.0 / N;

20 double sum = 0.0;

21 for (unsigned long i = 0; i < N; i++) {

22 double x = (i + 0.5)*step;

23 sum += (4.0 / (1.0 + x*x));

24 }

25 return sum * step;

26 }

27

28 double pi(const unsigned long N) {

29 const double step = 1.0 / N;

30 double sum = 0.0;

31 #pragma omp parallel for reduction(+:sum)

32 for (unsigned long i = 0; i < N; i++) {

33 double x = (i + 0.5)*step;

34 sum += (4.0 / (1.0 + x*x));

35 }

36 return sum * step;

37 }

38

39 int main() {

40 std::vector<int> problem_sizes = {1000000, 10000000, 100000000};

41 std::vector<int> cores = {1, 2, 3, 4};

42

43 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

44 for(auto P : cores) {

45 omp_set_num_threads(P);

46 int N = 100000000;
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47 #else

48 for(auto X : problem_sizes) {

49 auto N = X;

50 #endif

51 std::chrono::time_point<std::chrono::high_resolution_clock>

52 start, end;

53 std::chrono::nanoseconds runtime[ITERATIONS];

54

55 double aprox, seq_aprox;

56

57 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

58 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

59 #endif

60 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

61

62 seq_aprox = seq_pi(N);

63

64 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

65 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

66 runtime[iter] =

67 std::chrono::duration_cast

68 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

69 }

70 auto seq_time = std::accumulate(runtime,

71 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

72 auto seq_average = seq_time / ITERATIONS;

73 #else

74 auto seq_time = runtime[0];

75 auto seq_average = seq_time;

76 #endif

77

78 for(int iter(0); iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) {

79 start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

80

81 aprox = pi(N);

82

83 end = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now();

84 runtime[iter] = std::chrono::duration_cast

85 <std::chrono::nanoseconds>(end-start);

86 }

87

88 auto par_time = std::accumulate(runtime,

89 runtime+ITERATIONS, std::chrono::nanoseconds(0));

90 auto par_average = par_time / ITERATIONS;

91
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92 auto diff = std::fabs(aprox - seq_aprox);

93 #if defined (SCALING_TEST)

94 auto ratio = seq_average.count() /

95 double(par_average.count());

96 printf("%d \t %f \t %f \t %e\n", P,

97 NS2MS(par_average.count()), ratio, diff);

98 #else

99 auto std_dev = deviation(runtime, par_average, ITERATIONS);

100 printf("%0.0e \t %f \t %f \t %e\n", N+0.0,

101 NS2MS(par_average.count()), NS2MS(std_dev), diff);

102 #endif

103 }

104 return 0;

105 }

Listing 39: PiA Benchmark application in OpenMP

1 -module(pi).

2 -export([start/1, scaling/1, par_pi/4, start_spawn/3]).

3

4 seq_pi(0, Step, Value) ->

5 Value * Step;

6

7 seq_pi(I, Step, Value) ->

8 X = (I+0.5)*Step,

9 Partial = 4 / (1.0 + X*X),

10 seq_pi(I-1, Step, Partial+Value).

11

12 seq_pi(Iter) ->

13 Step = 1.0 / Iter,

14 seq_pi(Iter-1, Step, 0).

15

16 par_pi2(_Step, _Start, 0, Value) ->

17 Value;

18

19 par_pi2(Step, Start, Delta, Value) ->

20 X = (Start + Delta + 0.5) * Step,

21 Partial = 4 / (1.0 + X*X),

22 par_pi2(Step, Start, Delta-1, Partial+Value).

23

24 par_pi(N, Me, Max, Result) ->

25 Step = 1.0 / N,

26 Per = round(N / Max),

27 Partial = par_pi2(Step, Me*Per, Per-1, 0),

28 Result ! Partial * Step.

29
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30 spawnN(_N, 0, 0, Result, Pi) ->

31 Result ! {result, Pi};

32

33 spawnN(N, 0, Remaining, Result, Partial) ->

34 receive

35 Part ->

36 spawnN(N, 0, Remaining-1, Result, Part + Partial)

37 end;

38

39 spawnN(N, Me, Max, Result, _Partial) ->

40 spawn(?MODULE, par_pi, [N, Me-1, Max, self()]),

41 spawnN(N, Me-1, Max, Result, 0).

42

43 start_spawn(N, Cores, Response) ->

44 spawnN(N, Cores, Cores, Response, 0).

45

46 test(Size) ->

47 N = list_to_integer(atom_to_list(Size)),

48 Seq_Start = erlang:now(),

49 _Seq_Pi = seq_pi(N),

50 SeqTime = timer:now_diff(erlang:now(), Seq_Start),

51 Cores = erlang:system_info(logical_processors_available),

52 Par_Start = erlang:now(),

53 spawn(?MODULE, start_spawn, [N, Cores, self()]),

54 _Par_Pi = receive

55 {result, _Pi} ->

56 _Pi;

57 error ->

58 io:format("error~n")

59 end,

60 ParTime = timer:now_diff(erlang:now(), Par_Start),

61 Diff = erlang:abs(math:pi() - _Par_Pi),

62 {SeqTime, ParTime, Diff}.

63

64 dotimes(0, _F) ->

65 [];

66

67 dotimes(N, F) ->

68 [F()] ++ dotimes(N-1, F).

69

70 start(Sizes) ->

71 Iterations = 10,

72 Data = lists:map(fun(Size) ->

73 Times = dotimes(Iterations, fun() -> test(Size) end),

74 {SeqAvg, ParAvg, DiffAvg} =
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75 lists:foldl(fun({S, P, D}, {ST, PT, DT}) ->

76 {ST + S/Iterations,

77 PT + P/Iterations,

78 DT + D/Iterations}

79 end,

80 {0, 0, 0},

81 Times),

82 io:fwrite("~.2e \t ~w \t ~w~n",

83 [float(list_to_integer(atom_to_list(Size))),

84 ParAvg/1000, DiffAvg])

85 end, Sizes).

86

87 scaling(Cores) ->

88 Iterations = 10,

89 Times = dotimes(Iterations, fun() -> test(’100000000’) end),

90 {SeqAvg, ParAvg, DiffAvg} =

91 lists:foldl(fun({S, P, D}, {ST, PT, DT}) ->

92 {ST + S/Iterations, PT + P/Iterations, DT + D/Iterations}

93 end,

94 {0, 0, 0},

95 Times),

96 io:fwrite("~w \t ~w \t ~w \t ~w ~n",

97 [list_to_integer(apply(erlang, atom_to_list, Cores)),

98 ParAvg/1000, SeqAvg/ParAvg, DiffAvg]).

Listing 40: PiA Benchmark application in Erlang
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